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Walk the plank

Art on the move
Car enthusiasts and art
fans find an eve,nt they
can both enjoy

Golden Knights drop 23-10 loss to
East Carolina Pirates -SEESPORTS,A9

-SEE NEWS,A2

"The fun was worth feeling sick for awhile after."

Thousands
,turned away
·at Arena event

I

- MARC D'ANTIN, PSYCHOLOGY.MAJOR

Cars DVD,hits
stores Tuesday
The DVD will feature a teaser trailer
for animation studio Pixar's next
film, Ratatouille, and two animated
short films: One Man Band and the
all-new Mater and the Ghostlight. It
will also feature
deleted

ROBYN SIDERSKY

..

Staff Writer

About 3,500 students were
turned away from Comedy
Knight on Thursday when the
UCF Arena became filled to its
5,100-person capacity.
"Unfortunately, some students were not able to take part
in Comedy Knight, but that situation jUst highlights the neecessity for the university to have
larger venues;' said Student
Government Vice President
Jared Stout. ''This is a great
problem to have and we hope
that students will continue to
take p3rt in these events."
Some students waited inline
for as long as an hour and 15
minutes before they were told
they would not be admitted.
''I got in line at 7 [p.m.], but
they ~eel redirecting people,
they said 'sorry yc)u have to go

"' Vmny the Vulture
swoops into UCF
..

As a replacement for the Citronaut,

UCF's fonner unofficial mascot, the

..
~

>

Future suggested Vincent the

Vulture in 1969,an
allusion to the birds
that flocked over
the campus at the
time. Vinny had quite.
a few fans, much to the
chagrin of school ·
officials.
-
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NAT~LIE MORERA
BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ·

Students splash water at one another during Spirit Splash, part of UCF's Homecoming Week. The annual event, held in the Reflecting Pond, has
received criticism for its potential to spread waterborne diseases, but many UCF officials say there is no link between the water and student illness.

AROUND ON Al.
LAUREN ERLICH

LOCAL & ST.ATE

Contributing Writer

Homecoming Week is
traditionally punctuated
by Spirit Splash, an event
where students celebrate
the upcoming football
game with concerts and
entertainment - all while
wading in the cool waters
of the Reflecting Pond

Days numbered,
candidates scurry
for support
)

Former President Bill Clinton
headlined events for Democrats
in Miami on Saturday while
Republicans focused on grassroots efforts in the last weekend
before the general election. Sen.
Bill Nelson is ahead in the polls.
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON Al.

NATION & \VORLD

Saddam Hussein
sentenced to
hang by tribunal
Found guilty for the 1982 killings
of 148 people, the former leader
trembled and shouted"God is
great!" as the judge handed
down the verdict to Hussein, his
half-brother and another senior
official from his regime.
PLEASE SEE

NATION ON·M

PLEASE SEE

SAGET ON A7

'

Students aim to· raise
.Political awareness

Volunteer UCF to
. host candlelight
· vigil for Tran
Volunteer UCF will host the event
on Tuesday atthe Reflecting
Pond from 6:30 to 9 p.m to
celebrate the life of slain student
Nhat-Anh Tran.

home' around 8:15;' freshman
business administration major
Chris PrietsCh said
The show was set to start at
8 p.m., but actually began closer
to 8:30 due to security issues
with the line.
''I got there around 7:35 and I
couldn't believe the amount of
people - I didn't expect there
to be that many people so early,''.
freshman computer science
major Steven Hodges said
The decision to close the
doors Was based on capacity
and safety regulations, accordingtoSGA
Nearly 9,000 students lined
up hours in advance to see exFull House star Bob Saget aild
opening act Alonzo Bodden,
and the majority of them made
it iii.
.
But as the Arena neared

But in past years, the fun and excitement of the got ill because "when there are so many people in
aquatic pep rally was soured for some students by one area that are splashing, water gets in your
the illnesses that came later.
mouth and nose. You ingest so much of it."
''I went to Spirit Splash two years in a row. Both
But Martin Quigley, interim Biology Departyear8 I ended up with a cold," 22-year-old psychol- ment chair and director of the UCF Arboretum,
ogy major Marc D'.Antin said
said it is highly unlikely that these students are getFinance major Veronica Gavin, 19, said she too ting sick from the water in the Reflecting Pond
became ill after participating in Spirit Splash. .
"If5,000 people get wet and 1percent become ill,
.'"The doctor told me it was a bacterial infection,". that does not mean it was caused by the water;'
Gavin said ''I got sick every time fate. The doctor Q!rigley said ·~t any given time, more than 1 perasked if I had participated in Spirit Splash, and said · cent of the general population will have some kind
she had seen a lot of similar symptoms ill her of illness. It would be irrespo~ible to suggest that
patients that had been in the Pond."
any illnesses are being spread by the event unless a
Gavin had to go on a limited diet to repair her
immune system from the infection. She thinks she
PLEASE SEE OFFICIALS ON AS

Contributing Writer

been outside the Student
Union tabling ... to try to spread
the word that we want some
accountability in our politicians," said Greg Goddard, the
development vice president of
the College Democrats via e-

Aero~ the country, Americans are flying their political
flags in honor of the midterm
elections Tuesday.
Here at UCF, organizations mail .
such as the College RepubliAccording to Goddard, the
cans, College Democrats and College Democrats is not canStudents for a Democratic vassing for· specific issues; it is
Society have been reaching out supporting Congressional canall semester by hosting debates, didates.
conducting protests, tabling in
Outside of the College
front of the Student Union and Democrats, Goddard works on
publicizing their views on Sen. Bill Nelson's campaign.
social networking. sites, Face"I've been in the campaign
book and MySpace.
office sip.ce March of 2006,
Others support politicians most of the time as an aide to
on an individual basis, working the office manager and finap.ce
in campaign offices or canvass- · team.'' Goddard said ''I chose
ing in local communities.
to intern with Sen. Nelson
Oct. 11 was Jim Davis for because of his bipartisan
Governor Day for the College record and his love for the
Democrats; they called the country. He ... is a genuinely
event a great success.
"College Democrats ~
PLEASE SEE GROUPS ON A7

ATO SUSPECT IN HAZING

Tt._ )/\V'S \VBATllEH

~High~80°

Local crime rate alarms students

~Low:65°

.Petty crimes mosf common around campus

PARlLY CLOUDY

RACHEL HAlllPANAGOS
Contributing Writer
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Sophomore Nathan Meisner
has always had an interest in
guns for sport, but now he sees
them as a means for selfdefense.
Meisner owns four varieties
of rifles. He also purchased a 9
mm handgun in August.
"I wanted something I cowd
easily defend myself with,"

Meisner said
The reason for the handgun
purchase: the local crime rate.
Orlando was named the 25th
most dangerous city, according
to Morgan Quitno Press, a
research group that ranks cities
annually.
On the UCF campus, students are taking notice.
This July, Meisner said he
had a wake-up call. He was
working the graveyard shift at a
XI

convenience store when a man
entered and · attempted to
shoplift a case of beer.
"I stopped him at the door,
then it got violent. He started
spitting and biting at me. He
tackled me and we wrestled on
the floor," he said.
.
Meisner was able to subdue
the suspect for 15 minutes until
police arrived
PLEASE SEE

SELF-DEFENSE ON A6
I
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Alpha Thu Omega is under investigation for a possible hazing incident that occurred on Oct. 23, the Future has learned
through a public records request. UCF police responded to a
call about a student exposing himself to staff members in a
hallway of the Health and Public Affairs I Building around 10
p.m. The student told officers he bad pulled down his pants to
apply water to his buttocks. Police believe the incident was
related to a hazing incident that occurred in Room 125, involving the spanking of ATO pledges by fraternity members. ATO
has not been charged by the university.
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News and notices for
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Keep local with headlines
• you may have missed

the UCF commzmity

rrtness orientation

English Honor Society meeting
The UCF chapter of the
Sigma Tau Delta English Honor
Society will meet today from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Communica':' ·
tion Building, Room 210.
Current members, new
members and students interested in joining are welcome to
attend
For more information, contact Ashley Carney at ashleycarney_ucf@yahoo.com.

Resume workshop
Career Services and Experiential Learning will hold a
resume workshop Tuesday
from 10 to 10:45 a.m. in the
Career Resource Center, Building 7F, Room 185.
Those in attendance will
learn the functions of a resume
and how to create an effective
one.
For more information, contact Annie Ware at (407) 8232361.
I

Student Union art exhibition
The Student Union Open
Circle Art Exhibition will have
its ·Opening reception on Tues. day from 1 to 3 p.m.
The exhibition will feature
student art, awards will be given
out at 1:30 p.m., and refreshments will be provided during
the reception.
For more information, contact 'fracy Balkham (407)823'2117.

VUCF candlelight vigil
Volunteer UCF will hold a
candlelight vigil to celebrate the
life of Nbat-Anh 'fran on Tuesday at the Reflecting Pond from
6:30 to 9 p.m.
'fran's
boyfriend
was
charged with her murder, and
the event will also promote
domestic violence awareness.
·E ach participant in the vigil
is asked to donate one dollar, as
nan had been financially supporting her family. ·
For more information, contact Megan Licata (407) 823-

6471.

CIARIFICATION
The story "Halloween holds
many meanings," in the Nov. 1
issue of the Future, was not
meant to imply that Lecelle
Johnson wore her pirate costume to work The costume was
for a party.

COURTESY CARL KNICKERBOCKER

Oviedo artist Carl Knickerbocker transforms his Honda Elements into art cars by painting on vinyl magnets. He has exhibited his Element creations in shows across the country. .

FOUR
WHEEL
"I'm a property manager, ater of religion, and Vice Pres..
but most nobody knows me as ident Dick Cheney and Rush
a property manager," said Carl ·Limbaugh are displayed across
Knickerbocker, a former Flori- the hood
da Technological University
''I'm a huge fan:' Knickerstudent, and creator and bocker said, holding two sarowner of the Magnet car.
castic thumbs up.
His art car proudly displays
Not all the cars were creathis work, ranging from ed in an intellectual sense. ·
sociopolitical subjects to FloriRegina Smith and Thomas
da topics, but he Basinet were married in
said he likes August this year at an art car
working with show in Mount Dora and are
iconic images.
the proud owners of Mom's
KnickerClutter Heap and Drift Woody.
bocker has been
"I have twin daughters that
involved with are seven and I haq been thinkart for over 20 ing about making an art car
years, exhibiting and I couldn't think of what
his work for 16 exactly I wanted to do," Smith
years, but has said, "and I was cleaning up
been working their room and they had1 a lot
with magnets of clutter in their room and I
for almost a. said, 'Ya'll have too many toys
year and a hal£
rm going to start gluing them
was to the car and if you don't start
"I
inspired by a picking up your toys then all
friend to do an the toys are going to go to the.
- REGINA SMITH art car and I car.' So that's my threat, if they
ARTIST painted my old clean up their rooms, the toys
1986
pickup don't go out on the ·car:·
truck,
which
Smith has been an artist for
was a blast, and I drove it out to over 30 years working in difHouston, the big art car event, ferent mediums such as sea
that's like the big mother of all glass, drift wood and toys,
art car deals, and it broke which she shows at folk art fesdown on the way there, broke tivals, but she was involved
down on the way back and I with her first art car show in
said, 'Man I want to go back August.
and do more art stuff, but this
"The kids walk around it
and they try to pull stuff off
truck is just killing me.
"So I came up with the idea and if they can pull it off then
of buying rolls of vinyl mag- they can have it," Smith 's aid
Toys weren't the only
nets, cutting it and paint on it
like I normally paint," Knicker- objects attached to her station
wagon. Luggage and bicycles
bocker said
For this art car event, his were some of the bigger items
Honda Element demonstrates among the many dolls and
images ranging from the bur- plastic play things.
den of artists struggling·with
their own identity to the thePLEASE SEE CAR ON A5

of insidious form of litter:· Stapleton said
The Stink Bug is even
Floats from UCF's home- decked out with a twist on her·
coming parade weren't the favorite Motown tune; "Stop in
strangest things traveling the name of Lungs" is written
in cigarette butts. It took Stathrough the streets Saturday.
A small troupe celebrated pleton about a year and a half
National Art Car Day by get- , to complete the whole car.
"There have been a lot of
ting together and spreading
significant
the word about car art.
The five cars, their owners smokers that
and admirers congregated in really glamorize
the Stardust Video and Coffee smoking
parking lot at ll a.m. and throughout the
cruised through Wmter Park decades, and
around noon to end up at the [Humphrey
Whole Foods Market off of Bogart] · . was
defmitely one of
Aloma Avenue.
Several cars were more those dedicated
than just odd exteriors. Their smokers," Stasaid
concepts dealt with personal pleton
feelings and issues the owners about the picwanted to bring to public fure of Bogart in
the back winattention.
"What am I trying to say?" dow. "It's an
Carolyn Stapleton said ''I am honor to him
trying to say it's everybody's and the butts
right to smoke. I am not trying are also· an
to tell people not to smoke; I honor too, if
you think about
smoked for years."
.
This nutritionist-turned- it, kind of like
art-car-enthusiast said finding the AIDS group thing; every
the butts for her bug was the b\ltt sort of represents somemost rewarding and revolting body who has died of cancer
thing she has ever done. The or anybody who has loved
butts attached to her Volkswa- somebody who has died of
gen bug were collected from cancer, so, yeah, it's kind of an
parking lots, from the street homage to him.''
One of the things about art
and were even donated to her
is it causes people to look at
by a "dedicated" smoker.
"It's really more about something a little differently
being mindful about what we than they did before, Stapleton
do with things after we use said
The Stink Bug is a way of
them, which is similar to the
theme of the Litter Bug, which looking at something which is
was we get everything from kind of the byproduct of a
the Earth and everything that nasty habit as a shape, color,
we give back to the Earth is texture and pattern, and to use
pretty disgraceful, arid I think something in a way that it is
that cigarettes are also a kind not ordinarily used

JOHAN"A STEWART
Contributing Writer

"So that's my
threat, if they
[my daughters]
clean up their
rooms, the toys
don't go out on
the car."

LOCAL WEATHER

LETUSKNOW ·

.Today

The .Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
.5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.
·
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Days numbered, candidates scun)i :
to round up support

The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from ll
a.m. to 5 p.m., with the initial
meeting in Room 204.
These scheduled 60-minute
sessions are designed to introduce students to the machines
and facilities of the recreation
center.
For more information contact Stephanie Gaski at ( 407)
823-2408.
.
.

PARTLY CLOUDY

High: 80° Low: 65°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Partly cloudy in the morning,
more clouds in the afternoon. Winds
east~northeast at 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with a few
late showers.Winds east at 5 to 10
mph.

·ISOLATED T-STORMS

High:82°
Low:67°

.,, ~:~E~~~:RMS
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High:7S0
Low:61°

MIAMI - Former President
Bill Clinton headliQ.ed events
for Democrats on Saturday
while Republicans focused
largely on grass-roots efforts in
the last weekend before the
general election.
In the past few elections,
Republicans have shown they
can turn out voters better than
Democrats, taking the edge off
the Democrats' slight advantage
in registered voters.
But this year the governor's
race could be tighter, Rep.
Katherine Harris could be
soundly defeated in her effort to
unseat Democratic Sen. Bill
Nelson and Democrats might
be able to take back a couple •
U.S. House seats and possibly a
·
seat or two on the Cabinet.
Republican gubernatorial ~
candidate Charlie Crist, who ~;
has a steady lead in the polls, :~
began his day by giving a pep ::
talk to volunteers then walked a ~
south Tampa neighborhood ·~
knocking on Republican voters' ~
doors. Residents at the first :i
three houses he stopped at told :~
Florida's attorney general they ·~
had already voted for him,
~
. he helped stick signs in se\Teral ;~
yards.
:.
Crist's Democratic c!J.al- ::
lenger, U.S. Rep. Jim Davis,'. ~ .
talked to Cuban voters in •:
Miami's strongly ~publican :Little Havana on .· a sWing :
through South Florida.
:•
Davis. joined Clinton later ·~
Saturday at a Miami rally for a ;:
group of democratic candi- :
dates.
!4
Nelson also attended the : '
Miami rally. The only statewide ••
elected Democrat in Florida, he :.
~~~~ues to lead Harris iii the ·~

and

.

Options • Advocacy • Education

UCF •

Our services include:

Crisis Intervention
• Emotional Support & Practical Assistance
Infonnation and Referral
• Education and Training
• Volunteer Opportunities

Victim •
Services

A UCF victim advocate is available

24-hours a day, 7 days. a week.
All services are free of charge
and confidential.

You can call Victim Services at 407-823-2425 during nonnal
business hours 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday.
- After hours, weekends, and holiqays please call the
Comm.unications Center at 407-823-5555.

'

c;afe

BUBBLE TEA BOBA - Slushies/Chillers
HOOKAHS! YERBAMATE! Fust inOdando
SPECIALTY BEERS and. FINE WINES
FREE "WIRELESS Internet Access (PC's - foe)
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--k MON -DJ NIGHT
*THURS ~OPEN MIC ·
·k SUN -OPEN
1<: TUE -GAME NIGHT *FRI -CONCERT SERIES
FORUM
°*WED -JA7..ZjAM

-kSAT-SINGERISONGWRJTER

TAVARES, Fla. - The Lake •
County sheriff killed during a ~"
charity school bus race was not :~
wearing his seat belt even ~;
though it was intact and func- ;"'
tional, authorities said
:.1
An examination also found '·
there were no drugs or alcohol
in Chris Daniels' system during
the annual "Battle of . the
Badges" event Oct. 14, Florida
Highway Patrol spokeswoman
Kim Miller said Wednesday.
Authorities were still investigating if any of the current and
former police and sheriff's ·
heads competing in the race
drove recklessly.
Daniels, 47, was thrown from
his-bus during an event to raise ·
money for Florida Sheriffs
Youth Ranches. He was run
over by his own bus, and then
the bus driven by Seminole
County Sheriff Don Eslinger:
Daniels died on scene, and an
autopsy revealed he died from
blunt force trauma to the head,
chest and abdomen.
A report released this week
by FHP said the windshield on
· Daniels' bus was covered with
paint. Fellow participants said
some of the buses were not safe
and should not have been on
the track, according to the
reports.
nack officials have said all
vehicles were inspected before •
the race.
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500/o OFF

Buy any Specialty Ddnk at regular It Buy any I.unch item at .regular price
price & get l Drink at same or lesser It and get 1 .L unch it.em at same or lesser
I
price at 50% savings.
price free.
One coupon rer day; p.!T c:rutnmer. Not vali<l
with. any 01hcr .,ffer. Expires: 11/30/06

I O.n.e coupon per day; per customer. Not ~-nlid.
11 with any other olf<r. E.'<j)lreo: ll!.10/06

-------------------------250/o OFF
$1.00 OFF
l
------------~-----------11

17

.Buy Cafe Britt 100% Cost.1 Rican 11
~i.
coffee at .regular price and get z•d at ••
.
same or lesser price at 25% savings. I
Over 20 Flavors to choose from
One coupon er tln'' ' per cunomer. Not '1"Aiid
I On~ coupon per d.ayt per customer. N<1t "-ruid
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Report: Lake County sheriff wasn't :,
wearing seat belt
=~
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When you need help ...
We are here for you.
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Your future in medicine. Barry University can help you get there with a
Master of Science in Anatomy.
The MS in Anatomy helps you build a strong application to medical or dental school,

J

or a career in r.esearch or academia. Full scholarships and a fully paid assistantship
in your second ye~ make it even easier to reach your goal.

....

When you become a Barry University student
you jo~n a caring community where the
concept ofthe whole person is valued, and
where a Catholic, liberal arts tradition
supports your intellectual and c~tural
growth. The graceful, green campus
is located just minutes from the ocean
and next door to the vibrance of Miami.
Ready to find out more? Call 305-899-3130

.,
....

or visit bru;ry.edu/anatomy.

...
J

...

;

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11 300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33.161-6695
305-899-3130 or 800-756-6000,. ext 3130
E-mail: mweiner@rnail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/anatomy
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Keep current with headlines you may have·missed

GMAT

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Hoover teen arrested in UAB
student death
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - A
19-year-old Hoover man has
been arrested and charged in
the slaying of a University of
Alabama at Birmingham student whose body was found in
the trunk of a car, Bessemer
police announced Saturday.
The suspect, Justin Matthew
White. is charged with the capital murder of Sirrea Black of
Tuscaloosa.
Black's body was discovered
Thursday in the trunk of a car
registered to her father. The
cause of death remains under
investigatioIL
According to a statement
from the Bessemer .Police
Department, a joint investigation by the department and the
U.S. Marshals Fugitive Task
Force determined that the murder occurred in the Hoover
area.
White gave a voluntary
statement upon his arrest,
police said
·
A motive for the slaying was
not immediately released and
investigators would not say
how long the body had been
. there or what the cause of death
was.
Police discovered the student's body about 9:30 a.m~
Thursday in the trunk ofher car
behind an abandoned Food
World in Bessemer.

higher
test scores.
.g uaranteed
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or you~ money back~~
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Iraqis protest Saddam Hussein's death sentence verdict in his hometown ofTikrit on
Sunday. Iraq's High Tribunal found Hussein guilty of crimes against humanity.

Iraqi tribunal sentences Saddam
and two co-defendants to hang

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Saddam Hussein was convicted
Sunday and sentenced to hang
for crimes against humanity in
the 1982 killings of 148 people
in a single Shiite toWIL The
ousted leader, trembling and
defiant, shouted "God is
great!" as the judge handed
down the verdict.
Saddam, his half brother
and another senior official in
his regime were convicted
and sentenced to death by the
Iraqi High 'Iiibunal in one of
the most highly publicized
war crimes trials since the
Nuremberg tribunals for
members of Adolf Hitler's
Nazi regime and its slaughter
of .six million Jews in the
World
War II Holocaust.
Ohio State trying to cut down on
Some
feared the court
glass beer bottles
decision
could
exacerbate the
COLUMBUS, Ohio-Three
sectarian
violence
that has
convenience stores near the
pushed the country to the
Ohio State University campus .
brink of civil war, after a trial
have agreed to stop selling
that
stretched over nine
domestic beer in glass bottles
months in 39 sessions and
through the end of the school
ended nearly 3 1/2 months
year at the university's request.
ago.
The United Dairy Farmers
Saddam and his seven costores near student neighbordefendants were on trial for a
hoods are phasing out the glass
wave of revenge killings carbottles they have and won't
ried out in the city of Dujail
reorder them, said Will~e J.
following a 1982 assassination
Young, director of off-campus
attempt on the former dictastudent services. He talked
. tor. Al-Maliki's Islamic Dawa .
about the agreement with a
party, then an underground
subcommittee of the Board of
opposition, has claimed
'frustees Friday.
responsibility for organizing
Young said he sought the
the attempt on Saddam's life.
•ban because of safety concerns,
The death sentences autoincluding past problems with
matically go to a nine-judge
students throwing glass bottles
appeals panel, which has
at police.
unlimited time to review the
"Beer bottles are lethal
case. If the verdicts and senweapons when thrown empty,
tences are upheld, the execuand cans don't hurt you empty,"
tions must be carried out .
Young said
within 30 days.
Broken glass from beer bottles in campus neighborhoods
Evan9elist apologizes after being
has been used to cut tires and is
dismissed
amid sex allegations
an ·eyesore, Young said. StuCOLORADO SPRINGS,
dents wearing flip-flops or
Colo. - Less than 24 hours
walking home barefoot after a
after he was fired from the
night in high heels have cut
pulpit of the evangelical
their feet.
megachurch he founded, the
'We'll do whatever the uniRev. Ted Haggard confessed
versity te)ls us to do, to a
to his followers Sunday that
degree,'' said Jay Scherer, a
he was guilty of sexual
United Dairy Farmers beer disimmorality.
tripution manager in CincixiIn a letter that was read to
nati.
the congregation of the New
Eventually, Young would like
Life Church by another clerall the bars with patios near
gyman, Haggard apologized
campus to serve alcohol in plasfor his acts.and requested fortic bottles and cups.
giveness.
·
The university's request
Haggard resigned last
only applies to domestic beer,
week as president of the
Young said
National Association of Evan"Our students drink cheap
gelicals, where he held sway in
beer, so the foreign beers are
Washington and condemned
not a problem," he said "You
homosexuality, after a man
never see those bottles in the
claimed to have had drugneighborhood"
fueled homosexual trysts with
him. Haggard also placed him-ASSOCIATED PRESS

self on administrative leave
from the New Life Church,
which has 14,000 members,
but its independent Overseer
Board fired him Saturday.
Haggard, 50, had acknowledged on Friday that he paid
Mike Jones of Denver for a
massage and for methamphetamine, but said he did not
have sex with him and did not
take the drug.
Haggard's situation is a disappointment to Christian conservatives, whom President
Bush and other Republicans
are courting heavily in the
run-up to Tuesday's electioIL
Many were already disheartened with the president
and Congress over their failure to deliver big gains on
social issues even before the
scandal involving former Rep.
Mark Foley.
Haggard, who had been
president of the evangelical
association since 2003, has
participated in conference
calls with White House
staffers and lobbied Congress
la!!t year on Supreme Court
nominees.

Europe ex~riences cascade of
blackouts after power shortage
BERLIN - A power shortage in Germany triggered a
cascade of blackouts across
Europe, halting trains, trapping people in elevators and
plunging millions of homes
into darkness. But the situation appeared to be back to
normal on most of the continent by Sunday.
The private German company; E.On AG, said the problem began in its network in
northwestern Germany, possibly after it disconnected a
high-power transmission line
to allow a ship to pass safely
on the Ems River. But it
stressed the cause was still
under mvestigatioIL
Swaths of Germany and
France were badly hit by the
cuts late Saturday. Austria,
Belgium, Italy and Spain were
also affected
Areas of western Germany
were without power for a halfhour, delaying scores of trains
for up to two hours, Deutsche
Bahn spokesman Achim
Stauss said
In France, about five million people were left without
electricity, including many in
the capital, Paris.
France Info radio quoted
French power utility Electricite de France as saying that
about five million people
went without power for about
an hour.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAT

ACT.

Attend all requi.re-0 classes o r make-op sessions. complete all scheduled tests, and: do
yout homew<:n k. If your score doesn't .improve on test day from your Kaplan diagt\O$tic
or a. P(iOt official test seore, you can choose to repeat ¢Uf program tor free or get a
full refund of your tuition:· lt1s that. simple.

•

LSAT: Clas~es Starting 11 /11 /06, 1 /3/07
GRE: Classes Starting 11/14/06~ 1/17/07 & 2/1/07
GMAT: Classes Starting 12/5/06, 1/16/07 & 218107
MCAT: Classes Starting 1/13/07, 1 /20/07
DAT & OAT: Classes Starting 3/24/07

•

World Leader in Test Prep

and Admissions

KAPLAN.
...To·. ~ efifllble for this offer. y<:JIJ must

tm enrolle4 In ~plan'$

1-800-KAP-TEST.
kaptest.. com

!\!If cl~$$fOl:Att. Moring, ot onlin~ eour~. In ~itlon. you
mu$t pr<:is<.mt a ~or Y'lLir ofl'lclal s.c-0m J'(,."P()t t and )'()Ur
OO\lf'S(I

mn~ials

'ttithl n 90 days.

..
UNIVE RSITY O F C ENTRAL F L ORIDA
I NTER NATI ONAL S ERVICES CENTER

NOVEMBER & INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK
EVENTS
The International St7rvices Center invites the UCF community,
faculty, staff, and students to attend our events.

•

All of the following will take place in the Barbara Ying Center:

Language Tables (4pm-5pm) - 7th & 21st
Global Coffee

Hou~

•

(4pm-5pm) - 14th
'

International Movie Night [Oil Chahta Hai] (5pm-8pm) - 15th
Culture Night with Asian Student Association' (5pm-7pm) -16th

·•

Cross-Cultural Awareness Series (3:30pm-5pm) 8th, 15th & 29th

•

The following will take place in the Student Union's Pegasus Ballroom:

International Student Association's International Fair
[Taste of Cultures: Around the World in 60 Minutes] (10am-4pm) - 13th

•

•

For more information contact ISC at (407) 823-2337 or visit
www.intl.ucf.edu ·

•

lntroducinu:.
KniuhtOWl

EVER BEEN ARRESTED:
WAS THE CHARGE(S) DROPPED OR DISMISSED?
IF SO, YOU MAY BE ABLE TO EXPUNGE SUCH RECORDS

.

.

-Call (407) 210--6588
Graduating?
·Applying to College?
New Job?

Applying to Graduate School?
Looking to Rent?
Promotion?

Did you know that even though the charges may have been dropped or dismissed the records
remain openfor public view at the law enforcement agency, the courthouse, and are reflected
on criminal history records or "rap sheets" generated by
the Florida Department ofLaw Enforcement?

HETZ & JONES, LLC
}ames T. Hetz, Esq.
Former State Expungement 'Attorney
wVirw.HetzandJones.com

Email: Hct~Law@yahoo.com

Office-Orlando

"The h(ring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely on t:idvertising. Before you decide,
ask us to send you free written information about our qualijications and e:Xperience."

•

•
The University Writing Center is now offering more online
and phone consultations for all UCF students.
To schedule an appointment visit:
www.uwcscheduler.ucf.edu and look for KnightOWL online
or KnightOWL phone.
For mor~ information:
www.uwc.ucf.edu
or
407-823-2197• .

•
•

•
•

•

(tutnl :Jfotiba '1mtti
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SGA hosts Meet-N-Greet
Student organization leaders, senators
will meet to exchange, explain ideas
tions, and the Activity and Service Fee's spending plan consists of $272,000 for fully regisA combination of huge ideas tered organizations. The SGA
and shortage of money can executive branch also has a
sometimes hold back some of budget set aside, but it's more
UCFs most promising student of an emergency allotment.
organizations.
Berkowitz said there is cerBut on 'Tuesday, registered tain criteria SGA follows in
student organization officers determining how much money
will get a chance to discuss Stu- an organization is awarded.
dent Government Association Senators want to look at every
funding at the · RSO/Senator aspect to make sure there is a
Meet-N-Greet
purpose for the club, he said
"The purpose is to help RSO
"We [SGA] base our allotleaders meet With SGA sena- ment on the program, what
tors to learn more about fund- they are doing to benefit UCF,
ing, services and resources benefit
themselves
and
specifically that can be provid- improve their club. Those are
ed by student government," the things we look at to figure
SGA Communications Direc- out, moneywise, how much a
tor John zimnierman said
club should get:' he said
"Every student organization
But if RSOs come to senaon campus gets a student sena- tors for funding they will
tor. Each senator is responsible receive help, Berkowitz·said
for five or six clubs, and if the
"Maybe a club isn't strong in
organizations need help they , the amount of members they
have a point of contact," he said · have or how long the club has
Sei:ia.te President Pro Tern- existed so that's where the scale
pore Logan Berkowitz said comes in, but everyone gets
SGA has a budget of $450,000 funding," Berkowitz said
to allocate to student organizaIt's important for RSOs to

JENNIFER ALVIRA
Staff Writer

,

understand SGA'.s budgeting
procedures so they· are never
caught off guard, Berkowitz
said .
'We tell the RSOs our policies, [such as] what we can
budget, what we can't budget
and how people can get funding. Everything is set up so that
everyone under~tands the
process we have and everything we need to go through, so
· when RSOs do come for funding they are prepared;' he said
The RSO/Senator Meet-NGreet is open to all UCF students, but is mainly fo_cused on
the leaders of student organizations on campus, Zimmerman
said
"Everyone is always welcome to SGA, and we'll take
their questions, but the primary
purpose of this is to help educat~ officers in funding issues,"
Zimmerman said
The RSO/Senator Meet-N. Greet will take place at 6 p.m. in
the Cape Florida Ballroom of
the Student Union
To register for the event,
please
visit
http://www.osa.uc£edu/kort/r
so-senator_meetgreethtml.
Only two people per organization may attend due to limited
space.

'

As a physician assistant, you care for patients with a hands-on, family-oriented app.cpach.
You help make clinical decisions, diagnosis, and the.r:apeutic management under the
supervision of a physician.

·"

You can prepare for this rewarding career with a Master of Clinical Medicine degree

and a Physician Assistant certificate from Barry University. More than 93 pe!cent of
Barry graduates have passed the Physician Assistant National Certifring

•

Exam in the pasdive )'ears.

As a Barry"Vniversity student, you join a caring

community o_n a graceful, green campps
in sunny Miami Shores, Florida.

Find out if B~rry is where yol~
belong. Visit h.!!!:cy,_ed,w_p.!!.

Car has sand paint job, shark-head hubcaps
FROM

A2

'We're both beachcombers
and we make stuff made from
recycled stuff from the beach,"
Basinet said He plans to drive
Drift Woody to Key West for
Thanksgiving where he is sure
he will get a warm greeting.
"Some people totally ignore
them. so they'll see them they'll
just turn their heads and keep
walking and they won't look at
them, and then you have the
other people on the other end of
the spectrum that they are like,
'Oh my God, how did you do all
this detail?"' Basinet said
''I am amazed by the people
who just, they don't want to
look at it, they ignore it and I
don't know why; but it freaks me
out cause if I see a car like this

on a street I'll stop and look and . of Dr. Seuss,'' said Deana
go, wow, you know, look what Sheffield, owner of Thing
they've done,' but it amazes me · Three, a ·hodgepodge of Dr.
when I see people who totally Seuss creations. "It's kind of a
ignore it and they walk by, it and family project, the kids helped
they don't say one word," he me. My boyfriend does most of
the sketching and I do a lot of
said
Basinet said it took him the painting."
The trunk even had a papierabout nine months to put
together the Drift Woody. The mache rendering ofSam's green
driftwood paneling on the sta- eggs and ham.
tion wagon is only offset by the
"There are only so many
sand paint job, shark-head hub- cars, I guess hypothetically; that
caps and a pirate flag flying off you wowd want to have in your
driveway and I don't know that
the back.
"If I had a dollar for every there is a hot demand for people
frickin person who took a pic- looking for cars like that to drive
ture of it, I would be a million- to work in," Sheffield said
Deanna's 7-year-old daugh- aire," Basinet said
One of the more whimsical ter Aubrey helped her mom
. cars was more of a family art paint Thing Three and said she
project.
.
thought the process was fun for
''The family is just quite fond the whole family.

BARRY
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE
MEDICAL SCIENCES
11 300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
30~-899-3130

80~-756-6000, ext 3130

mweiner@mail.barry.edu

·www.barry.edu/pa

. .....

_cool. Calm. Collected.
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That's the feeling 1 you get from UCF Test Prep Coutses .
We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT,
MCAT or SAT.. . at a lower price. In most cases, our price is
less than one-third of what you'll pay with most national test
prep chains. So while preparing for the big exam is smart,
preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter.

C,.. UCF CoNTINUiNG
•

EDUCATION

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smaner Test Prep.
Gall 407.882.TEST or. visit www.testprep.ucf.edu

Uniyersity of Central Florida& :
· National Collegiate Inventors and Innovator's Alliance
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Women's health tour stops by UCF
ROBYN SIDERSKY
StaffWriter

Junior business administration major John Gaset heard
about the Health and Wellness
Tour ori. campus Thursday
from his physical education
professor. Even though it was
geared mostly toward female
faculty and staff members,
Gaset and some of his classmates decided to stop by. .
"My physical education
class is here, so I am getting my
cholesterol checked," Gaset
said
Physicians recommend .t hat
after age 20, cholesterol levels
should be checked every five
years.
Also reaping the benefits of
the tour's appearance on campus were Marilyn Holmquist,
executive secretary of und~r
graduate student services in
the College of Business
Administration, and · Diana
Dorr, academic support services coordinator in the CBA
Graduate Office.
"Women are developing
more diseases common to men
because of [women's increas·
ing involvement in the] work
force,'' Holmquist said, "so we
are trying to find out all we
can, and we are trying to be
better women and better people."
Although the tour has traveled through Central Florida
before, this was its first time
visiting UCF.

ROBYN SIDERSKY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AFlorida Hospital nutrition specialist leads cooking demonstrations Thursday at the Health
and Wellness Tour. She emphasized that women should follow a high fiber, low fat diet.

"Florida Hospital and UCF
are currently exploring bringing a corporate wellness program to the UCF staff and faculty," said Tma Fluker, assistant
director of community development at Florida Hospital.
"We wanted a great way to
enhance the program and kick
off the partnership and further
enhance and strengthen the
relationship:'
Two
custom-designed
semi-trailers accompanied the
tour, carrying thousands of
dollars worth of equipment.
The health unit contained
areas for breast health education, bone density screenings
and four-dimensional ultra-

'

I

sound demonstrations. The
wellness unit featured EKG
testing and cooking demonstrations. ·
"It's a great opportunity for
free screenings - it's promotion and education for
women," said Wayne Hyde,
program director for the tour.
All screenings, which
included blood pressure tests,
cholesterol tests, bone density
tests and pulse tests, were free.
All participants had to do was
fill out a waiver at registration.
At one station, a Florida.
Hospital nutrition specialist
led cooking demonstrations.
The specialist emphasized that
women should aim for foods

high in fiber and low in fat
when deciding what to eat.
At another station, Pamela
McQµinn, the oncology education coordinator for the Florida
Hospital Cancer. Institute, led
demonstrations of a digital_
mammography
machine,
which is only available at the
Celebration location of Florida
Hospital
"Women should start to get
. mammograms at age 40, and
get one each year after,''
McQµinn said.
Aside from the huge semitrailers, a mini Health Village
of tents with featured speakers,
free massages, raffles and general information drew passersby.
The tour also showcased a
four..:dimensional ultrasound
machine..
According to ultrasound
sonographer Kelli Gohrs of
Florida Hospital, normal ultra- .
sounds are two-dimensional,
which allows the viewing of
the inside of the baby, and
three-dimensional ultrasounds
create frozen images. Fourdimensional is special because
it allows a surfaqe view of the
baby and includes time and
motion.
"The sound waves aren't
harmful and it reduces the
radiation exposure, which is
the gol;ll,'' Gohrs said
The tour, which has traveled 90,000 miles since 2004, is
locally sponsored by Florida
Hospital.

Self-defense classes, counseling available at UCF
FROM

Al

"It was the first time I had
to depend on the police. It
opened my eyes to how vulnerable I could be,'' he said.
Meisner, a criminal justice
major who plans to join the
military, has frequented shooting ranges since he was 16
years old The incident at the
store prompted him to buy a
handgun.
He isn't the only student
affected by crime in the area.
On Oct. 14, Doug Wtlgo, a
25-year-old business administration major, was battered by
at least six men outside of an
apartment
complex.
He
recently underwent reconstructive surgery.
That same week, 20-yearold forensic science major
Nhat-Anh 'Iran was stabbed to
death in her home. She was
one of more than 40 murder
victims in the Orlando area so
far this year, a record number.
While homicides are up in

the Orlando area, the UCF [p.m.]. I walk out with a group tional support.
campus mostly sees petty and I feel pretty safe," Rhodes
"The person can feel unsafe
or taken advantage of,'' said
crimes, such as purse siiatch- said
ings.
The buddy system can be David Wallace, director of the
"I think it's pretty crazy," .highly effective, said Stephen Counseling Center. "These are
said Christina Blanca, a fresh- Nordlinger, a community serv- normal responses."
man health sciences major.
ice officer for .the UCF camOver the years, Wallace said
he has consulted students who
This past week, the UCF puses.
Police Oepartment re~eased a
"It's that many more eyes are affected by crimes.
warning for students carrying looking around," Nordli.p.ger
"Of course, the people who
said "What criminals fear the are the most traumatized are
·handbags.
the ones experiencing it directAccording to police, targets most is having witnesses."
He also advises taking self- ly," he said. "It's very important
of purse snatchings are young
females walking through defense classes. Nordlinger, to talk to someone. Friends,
dimly lit apartment complex- who has studied martial arts · family, anyone. There are ways
es. Two purse-snatching sus- for 25 years, teaches self- to get help."
pects, described as white ·defense once a week in the
males driving a white four- Teaching Academy building.
door Honda Civic, tackle their
"I think all women and men ·
victims for their purses.
should at least be able to get
Blanca now carries a back- away from someone to reduce
pack instead of a purse when [their] chances of getting
walking around campus.
assaulted," he said.
"I think it's harder to take
He proposes defense techthe two straps off my back," niques using anything from
she said
pencils to keys to corners of
Other students, like Amy hardcover books.
Rhodes, a mathematics educaWhile physical protection
tion major, walk with a buddy. is important, victims of violent
"My last class ends at nine crimes may also need emo-

.
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-2006 Master's Case
Challenge
Student Personnel Services

'

,

Please join us November 8 , 2006 a t 6 :00 pm in
BA 122 for- a case study discussion of problem
resolution. within
S t udent Personnel A dministrat io n .

Questions? Contaci ucfmasten;:casechti:llenna,......,ahoo.com
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Get 10% off all tires aoo repairs Witn UCF 10.
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pepperoni
like Donatos.
100 pieces .
on every large!
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ss.99 ,·
FOR
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PEPPERONI
PIZZA

Tax & delivery ~ot included.
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WE DELIVER!
UCF"SmartCard
Accepted Here
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Dean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd .

(407) 673-8888
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:·. One; Two and Three Bedroo.m s
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Secured and Gated Community
Health Club Style 24-hour Fitness Center
Picnic and Recreational Area
Computer Room with.Broadband
Internet Access
Solariums in Selected Units
Secluded Terraces
Business Center with Conference Room
Private Garages are Available
Car Wash Area
Club House, Swimming Pool and Sun Deck
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Saget performance draws too many
FROM

Zimmerman said
Some students questioned
whether it would have been better to issue 5,100 tickets instead of
making admission first-come ·

Al

capaCity, security guards used
megaphones to tell students that
only people with tickets - nonstudents - would be admitted to first-serve.
11 theshbw.
But Zimmerman said that
"I got there around 7:30, early, •would make things too complibut late for waiting in line," soph- cated
omore aerospace engineering
''It's generally the standard
~jor Michael Sterkel said ''We
way of doing things - ·students
to the front and using their ID as their ticket,"
got pretty
thought we might actually get in. Zimmerman said "St.udents are
,, but we didn't"
accustomed to it and it's not good
.As part ~f Homecoming, the to change the structure' of things,
event was primarily reserved for it adds complexity."
UCF students, who used their
For many students, showing
' student IDs in place oftickets, but up eariy was key to making it in.
184 tickets were also sold to the
''I missed my basketball game
public.
to get there early and that's really
"I thought it was weird that · the only reason I got in. I think,''
they sold tickets,'' senior finance freshman business administramajor Llndsay Wheeler·s aid
tion major Mindy McLaughlin
Generally all homecoming said
~ events are open to the public,
Many students hope the prob-

,1

close

.Iem of overpopulation will be
solved next yeax; when the new
corwocation center and the new
football stadiuin open.
"UCF needs more space to
allow everyone the privilege of
attending the events," senior
information technology major
Ryan Black said ''It was a complete waste of a good evening."
Brighthouse Networks Stadium is set to hold 45,000 people
when it opens in fall 2007, and
60,000 when it is expanded
Although many students said
they were unhappy with the situation, there were no cases of violence.

Zimmerman said SGA stills
considers the event a success.
'"Ibe whole thing was amazing, we really lead the nation in
everything we do for homecoming-we l:iave an amazing homecoming
he said

crew:·

Public health pr?fessionaJs address some of society's most challenging problems
ind uding epidemiology, envirnnment:al health, disease prevention,, health promotion,

and acces~ to health care. ,
As a Barry University1\tlaster of Public Health student, yem c~1 co1~lete your degree in
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20 months, attending class sessions every oth;r weekei1d '(Fridaynight antf,Saturday) at
Barry's Miami Shores Campus. .
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~ Groups reach out to students via Facebook
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campaign for Crist

Al

good person with good morals."
Meanwhile, College Republicans stand behind Republican
candidate Chai:lie Crist for governor, Katherine Harris for Senate
and Tom-Feeney for Congress,
just to name a few.
"We're trying to campaign
Republican candidates and get
them elected," College Republican Vice President Edgar Robinson said
Robinson said the group ·is
also active in reaching out to students.
"We're here to educate the
UCF campus about politics in
general. We're tabling all the time,
every Wednesday. We give out
campaign literature and talk to ·
anyone who walks by," Robinson
said
Not everyone supporting a
candidate for midterm elections
is doing so for a school mganiz.ation.
Megan Policastro, a legal studies and political science major,
and Jennie Hayes, a interperson-.
aVorganizational communication major, are both part of the
College Republicans, but have
stepped outside the group to

''We do a lot ofFacebook messages to let students know about
different events going on at the
campaign center," Policastro said
'We also have distributed a lot of
information to our classmates,
club members and students
aro'und campus."
According to Policastro, the
response from students has been
great and she hopes that students
will participate in the election,
not only for their candidates but
to exercise their right to vote.
On the other side of the political spectrum, Alexis Searfoss, a
21-year-old political science
major, began a UCF chapter of
Students for Davis.
Searfoss began as a volunteer
and intern for the campaign in
March 2005.
"From the beginning they
understood how important and
how valuable students were
going to be and expressed interest in getting student groups
going throughout the state," Searfoss Sfrld '"Ibey asked [me] and a
couple of other students ... to
form this group and it went from
there."
Searfoss then collaborated
with UCFs College Democrats

to turn the chapter into a campaign committee under · the
group. According to Searfoss, the
committee became· a priority to
the College Democrats.
Despite the perceived political leanings in its name, Students
for a Democratic Society does
not support any candidates in the
upcoming election. According to
Austin Smith, a member of SDS,
the group wants to' look beyond
Republicans and Democrats, and
focus on the issues at hand and
make the world a better place. .
The organization handles
both school and national issues.
"SDS has trled to educate the
· student body about a variety of
issues and principles that we
hope they can take and enact in
this election, in every election to
come and directly," Smith said
Though UCF political organiz.ations often harbor opposing
viewpoints, they do agree that
political awareness is important
no matter the party affiliation,
and that today's youth can have
an effect .
'There are a very large number of young people and they can
affect change," Smith said, ''But
they just have to start realizing
that they caxi."
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Officials don't link illness to Splash water
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formal study is done to prove it
Correlation does not mean causation."
After the event every year,
the Physical Plant has to drain
and clean out the Reflecting
Pond.
Timothy Newman, superintendent of grounds maintenance at the Physical Plant, said
cleaning out the pool isn't an
issue of sanitizing as much as a
pragmatic method of returning
it to working order.
"We clean the pool every
year to get rid of inorganic material like cardboard, plastic and
other substances that got
dumped into the pool during the
event," Newman said. 'We drain
all of the water in order· to start
anew and remove all dirt and
debris that is added during the
event
'We aren't necessarily purifying, we're employing a simpler
method in terms of man hours
and materials."
As for the students that
became sick after the event, Dr.
Michael Deichen, associate
director of clinical senii.ces at
the Student Health Center, said
that the health center does see a
higher magnitude of patients in
the time after Spirit Splash.
'We brace ourselves for an
influx of students during and
after Spirit Splash." Deichen

LOJfESJ•

~!'ICEs1N

Hours: Mon - Sun 1Oam - 8 pm

q? • ·l'vfobile·

BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Students at Spirit Splas.h hoist Knightro overhead. The Student Health Center braced itself for extra students before and during the event.

said, "but most of what we
receive are trauma cases like
sprained ankles.
'We have no documented
increase of illness based on participation in the event Though it
may be common, it is most likely not correlated to the water in
the pool"
Deichen did agree that the illnesses are likely connected to
participation in Spirit Splash,
but not because of infected ·
water.
"Events like Spirit Splash
encourage many people to stand
in close proximity to one another. Tight spaces like this aid the

sf>read of gerills. If someone has
'When bodies are sleep
the infiuenz.a virus, a cough can deprived, they are more susceir
spread the virus as far as three tible to infection," he said. It is
feet," he said.
also important, when the risk of
Typical student issues can sickness is high. to wash hands
·
also contnbute to the illnesses, before eating.
"Alcohol intake is also a conhe added. "Students tend to have
more stress, both good and bad, tributing factor. It lowers the
during events like Homecom- body's ability to fight off infecing. When they are excited, peo- , tion, making transmission of disple sleep less. stay up late and ease from student to student
take poor care of themselves."
more likely," Deichen said.
Even in the face of illness,
Deichen recommended that
students try to work out sched- D'.Antin said that it won't keep
ules during Homecoming Week him from participating.
to make sure that they are get"The fun was worth feeling
ting the recommended amount sick for a while 3fter. It's a great
event," he said.
·
of sleep.
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ECU running back Brandon Fractious eludes UCF defenders during the Pirates' 23-10 win over the Golden Knights on Saturday. Fractious led all players with 128 rushing yards, induding a 17-yard touchdown run in the second quarter to give the Pirates a lead they would not relinquish. For the
gan;ie, the Pirates had 170 rushing yards on 46 carries, while UCF had just 58 rushing yards on 26 carries.

UCF GOLDEN KNIGHTS

Defensive
effort better,
but Knights
los~ again

91
Position:

~-----~

Defensive end
Key Stat:
Had three and ahalf
sacksagainst ECU.
He had eight total
tackles.
'·

CHRIS HOVLER
Sports Editor

ECU PIRATES
•·
Position:
Punter/kicker
KeyStat: ..
Made three of five
, field goal attempts,
two of which were ·
from 42 yards.

•

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

East Carolina quarterback James Pinkney gets sacked by UCF defensive end Leger Douzable during the first half of ECU's 23-10 win over the Knights on Saturday.
Douzable had three first-half sacks in the game, tied for fourth most in UCF history.

C-USA STANDINGS
EAST DIVISION
EAST CAROLINA
MARSHALL
SOUTHERN MISS
UAB
UCF
MEMPHIS

C-USA

OVER AU

4-2
3-2
2-2
2-3
1-4
0-4

5-4
4-5
4-4
-3-6
2-7
1-7

lYE5-LQ1¥5!QN

C-GSt

OVERAU

.5"'.1
4-1
3-2
'3-2
2-3
1-4

7-3
7-2
5-4
4-5
4-5
3-6

HOUSTON
TULSA
SMU
RICE
UTEP
TULANE

Late interceptions spoil Homecoming
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

With the UCF locker room nearly
vacant, quarterback Kyle Israel sat in
a comer, his head down and facing
away from the outside world
For the second week in a row, the
weight of the game had been put on
his shoulders. For the second week
in a row, he had collapsed under that
weight.
With about a minute to play and
66 yards to go, the Knights trailed the
East Carolina Pirates by six and the
ball was in Israel's hands.
His mission: save the game and
the Knights' slim postseason hopes.
But on the second play of the drive,
· Israel's pass was picked off and
returned for a game-clinching touchdown.
During his moment of solitude,
Israel was visited by the quarterbacks coach George Godsey, who

knows that Israel must learn from
these experiences.
. "There are some plays . that he
knows he could have made," Godsey
said of Israel "He has got to look at
the film, get better and then the next .
time he is in that situation, make
those plays."

UCF lost because •••
They could not establish any flow
on offense.
.
Israel's mistake could be magnified as the reason why UCF lost, but
everyone can be blamed for the poor
offensive showing.
Running back Kevin Smith was
unable to find much room all day,
finishing with 18 carries for sp yards.
He gained just nine yards in the second half.
"I give the ECU players their
credit," Smith said "They stopped
the run and if you stop the run, nine

times out of 10 you are going to beat
us."
The Pirates contained Smith from
reaching the perimeter and using his
speed to get extra yards. Smith's
longest run of the day was for eight
yards.
He had a 10-yard run later in the
game that was called back because of
offensive holding. For most of the
game, ECU's defense kept him bottled up inside the hash marks and
outplayed the UCF offensive line.
When the Knights went to the air,
Israel looked out of sync.
He didn't take many shots downfield. He limited himself to crossing
and sideline routes between five and
eight yards. Even then. a good portion of those passes were underthrown.
"I think I have learned a lot in
PLEASE SEE

FRACTIOUS ON A10

On Oct. 28 the UCF Golden Knights
put together their best sustained offensive performance of the season against
the first place team in Conference
USA's West Division.
This week, they put together their
best sustained defensive performance
of the season against the first place
team in c-us.& East Division.
They lost both games, the latest
being Saturday's 23-10 Homecoming
loss to East Garolina, and instead of
playing in their second consecutive CUSA Championship Game or bowl
game, the Knights (2-7, 1-4 C-USA) will
finish with a losing record
Junior quarterback Kyle Israel
played the entire game for the first
time this season, but he struggled
throughout, completing just 18-of-34
passes for 205 yards and two interceptions.
The first interception came at the
worst possible time, with UCF down
16-10 late in the fourth quarter. Israel
and the offense started at the UCF 34yard line after ECU kicker Robert Lee
narrowly missed a 51-yard field goal
attempt.
The drive, which started with 1:22
remaining, began with a nine-yard
completion from Israel to Walker, who
failed to get out of bounds on the left
sideline.
The Knights rushed to the line for
the next play, but Israel rushed his
throw and Kasey Ross stepped in front
of Willie Thornton for the interception. which he returned 57 yards for a
touchdown.
The exclamation point came as he
crossed the goal line, when he heaved
the ball into the UCF student section of
the crowd
"I just have to keep going from
PLEASE SEE

PIRATES ON A11

AlO
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Women fall to UAB in C-USA tourney
NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

The UCF Golden Knights have
been eliminated from the Conference
USA tournament after a stunning
upset by the 7th-seeded UAB Blazers.
The 2-1 loss by a No. 2 seed to a No.
7 isn't going to help NCAA tournament chances either. In all likelihood,
the season is over for the women's soccer team.
This year's team was deeper apd
healthiel' than last year's, certainly
more resilient, but the results were the
same. An early exit from a tournament
in which there were reasonably high
expectations.
''We had a hard time with injuries
iast year," UCF head coach Amanda
Cromwell said
Last year the Knights went into the
tournament with a plethora of injuries.

They still ended up winning the first · minutes into the second overtime
round before going on to lose to UTEP period
in the semifinals.
And just like that it was all over;
In order to combat the same prob- especially for six Knights who won't
lem this season the team added depth. be coming back next year.
The recruiting class was tops in the
Roberta Pelarigo, Kristin Bilby, Jesconference and 24th best in. the nation. salyn Withers, Michelle DeCespedes,
Aside from a season-ending injury Shannon Wing, and Kate McCain
to defender Jessica Hallgren, which played in their final match for the .
happened way back on Sept. 13 when black and gold and left the field for the
UCF played Florida State, this year's final time when Barsalona's shot went
team was relatively healthy.
in.
To make the taste even more bitter,
Pelargio's final goal came in thj!
the loss came to a team that UCF had final five minutes of regulation. Freshpreviously beaten 2-0 on Oct. 8.
man Becca Thomas put in a comer
In that match,UCF goalkeeper Jen- kick and Pelarigo.found it with a headnifer Manis made a key late-match er to capitalize on a frantic UCF attack
save on a shot by Danya Barsalorui to in the game's final minutes.
preserve the shutout and prevent any
But, strangely enough, UCF couldUAB comeback.
n't capitalize on any momentum, a
However, in the conference tourna- problem that seemed to linger in the
ment match it was Barsalona who air ~ season.
scored the game-winning goal four
After UCF beat SMU in a thrilling

2-1 double-overtime victory and then
looked sluggish in a 1-1 tie in the·season
finale against Tulsa, Cromwell said
that "there was a lack of energy today
and that's disappointing since there
was so much motivation from Friday."
Where was the motivation after
· scoring the game-tying goal in the conference tournament? It just wasn't
there.
UCF might have lost because UAB
wanted it more. UCF might have lost .
because they were just simply too
tired. The double-overtime match
against the Blazers was the third match ·
in a row that UCF had to go into overtime for, after having just one overtll;ne
match all season before the final weekend
In the end, the reasons doesn't matter. In the end it's a 2-1 victory for UAB
and the season is over for UCF
women's ~cer.

Position:
Forward/midfielder
Key Play:
Scored UCF's only
goal, her ninth this
year, in loss to UAB
Wednesday.

•

UAB
•

Position:
Midfielder/forward
Key Play:
Scored the gamewinning goal in the
second overtime of
UAB's win over UCF.

Kinks need to be worked out, but Magic have all the pieces
The Orlando Magic's 115-113
loss to the Philadelphia 76ers
on Friday was disappointing,
considering the Magic allowed
' a two-man team of Kyle Korver and Allen Iverson (67 of the
team's points) to defeat a relatively strong nine-man rotation
led by Grant Hill's 25-point
effort.
But in my first live viewing
of the team this year, I came
away encouraged with their
progress from last year, especially the depth they continue
to show after February's trade
deadline shakeup.
Magic head coach Brian
Hill still continues to depend a
little too much on Pat Garrity,
who seems to lose another
step every trip down the floor,
but Keith Bogans, Keyon Dooling and Darko Milicic are a
good start to a bench that will
eventually be strengthened by
J.J. Redick.
I have expressed my disgust
with the Magic's selection of
Redick in the first round of

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

June's NBA Draft, but with
Garrity's age showing and the
Magic missing a long-range
threat off the bench, I'm anticipating watching Redick as
soon as he is in condition to
play more than garbage time.
Whispers surrounding the
team say it' may be more difficult than that, that Redick will
have to pass llavis Diener on
the depth chart before ever
seeing the floor, but if Garrity
continues to shoot poorly I
think Brian Hill will change his
mind
Redick will be able to work
off the screens that created

open shots for starting small
forward Hedo Turkoglu, who
used one such play to drain a
wide-open three pointer that
gave the Magic a 99-97 lead
late in the fourth quarter Fri.
day.
Redick Will need to do that
because he certainly has
shown he can't create his own
shot and turns the ball over
when he tries to do so.
The last thing the Magic
needs is more turnovers. They
had 23 on Friday, matching
· their total in the season-opening win against Chicago, and
Brian Hill said all the team can
do is work through these
struggles.
"It's just something we have
to work on." he said ''We were
very careless with the basketball tonight. We were careless
in the post, we were careless
on the perimeter, and its just
something we lieed to work
on."
The carelessness in the post
fell on the shoulders of star

power forward Dwight
Howard, who followed up~
dominating effort against the
Bulls by taking only nine shots
from the field
He was a little slow taking
the ball to the hoop on the rare
occasions he was single covered, and when the 76ers
swarmed he tried to send the ·
ball back out to the perimeter,
often with disastreus results.
Howard's six turnovers led
·all players for either team. It
epitomized the roller coa5ter
ride you can expect this'Magic
season to be. They have all the
tools to be a great team, but
they need to learn how to win
consistently.
Grant Hill said the 76ers

· to prove to this city that they
wanted this game more from
are for real.
the opening tip, which is someThe crowd Friday was unbething that has to change if the
lievable, a second consecutive
Magic is going to threaten the
Heat for the Southeast Division sellout that Was enthusiastic for
title.
all 48 minutes.
If the Magic struggles out of
''With everything and all the
the gate, though, the notoriousexpectations, we're still learning how to do it throughout the , ly fickle Orlando fan base will
course of an entire season,''
likely stay away from the TD
Grant Hill said "Just like Chica- Waterhouse Centre until a win
streak begins.
·
go had a big win against Miami
(on Wednesday) and maybe to
I don't expect that to hapa degree set themselves up for
pen; the losing streak. that is.
a letdown; you don't want to ·
This team is too talented and
cohesive to go on any long losthink the same thing about us,
but your going to have some
ing streaks, so expect the arena
wins and losses."
to be filled every night as the
The team needs more wins
Magic make a run toward a top
in November than other playoff three seed in the Eastern Concontenders because they need · ference Playoffs.
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Fractious leads ECU

I )

FROM A9

Vollevball:
..

these last three games . about
some strengths and weaknesses that I have," Israel said "I am
just going to keep building off
of that!'

UCF vs. Memphis- Fri. Nov. 10, 2006

7:00 PM

UCF vs. UAB- Sun. Nov. 12,·2006 · 1:00 PM

East Carolina won because ...
They were the team that
deployed a successful ground
attack
ECU's rushing offense came
into this game ranked 10th in
Conference USA. averaging 108
yards per game.
·
But as has been the case this
year, anybody can move the
ball against the Knights'
defense. The Pirates ended
with 170 yards on the ground
Senior running back Brandon Fractious said that ECU
head coach Skip Holtz challenged his backs during the
week to get' a solid running
game started against UCF.
Fractious responded in a big '
way. He set career-highs in carANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ries '(23) and yards (128). Over a UCF celebrates its lone touchdown against ECU, Kevin Smith'sJAMES
3-yard score in the fi~t quarter.
span of five straight carries in That play gave the Knights a 7-3 lead, their only lead of the game.
the second quarter, Fractious
gained 60 yards, including a 17- school history. His total was the It never came.
yard touchdqwn.
most sacks in a game from a
Now, the most interesting
This was the third 100-yard Knight since Elton Patterson issue surrounding the Knights
game from Fractio-us in his had three on Oct. 26, 2002. is how they will finish the seacareer, two of which are against Coming into Saturday, the son. In the preseason. a bowl
the Knights.
Pirates had surrendered five game seemed like a formality
"I thought that Brandon sacks in their five C-USA con- for a team that was expected to
Fractious really showed up," tests. UCF matched that total in win their division.
Holtz said "I thought he ran his this game.
After a couple of months of
tail off."
Kicker Michael Torres miserable underachievement,
Fractious was also helped seems to be gaining some con- they know their season is over
out by the con5istent flaw in fidence after a rocky start. After in three wee.ks. Will they play
UCF's defense: a lack of tack- making one of. his first four these last three games to mainling, especially at the line of attempts this season, Torres' tain team pride, or will they
scrimmage. But at this point in job was put up for grabs in the start going-through the motions
the season, that is almost an first week of October. Since now that there is nothing tangiinevitable part of their game.
then, Torres has converted nine ble left to play for?
of 12 attempts, including a seaOf course, players and
Honorable mentfons
son-long 51-yarder against the coaches will say the former, but
During the week, head Pirates.
you have to wonder. This team
coach George O'Leary made a
had all their expectations
few changes to his defensive What does this all mean?
thrown into the wopd chipper.
front to get more pressure on
O'Leary has said that when They may look at the rest of the
the quarterback With only four you lose a game, you die a little season as killing 180 minutes
sacks in four conference games, inside. With this loss, the and looking forward to a
there was certainly a need for Knights' postseason chances brighter future in a Bright
· change.
are exactly that - dead
House next season.
One of thos.e changes
"It's unfortunate that we
But rea)ly, this has been the
m oved junior Leger Douzable likely scenario for the last few were at the top and we couldn't
from defensive tackle to defen- weeks. This most recent ·defeat play like a top team," Smith
.sive end. That specific move just made it official, like pulling said. "Maybe this is a lesson
worked out very well.
the plug on a hopeless patient. learned Next year, I am pretty
Douzable had three and half Everyone can stop wondering sure we'll be back at the bottom
~acks iµ the game, the fourth
when'lthis team is going to have of every~s list and we'll .s ee
highest single-g~e total in that season-changing moment. . what happens in 2007."
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UCF linebacker Randy Dozier, 52, pressures ECU backup quarterback Rob Kass near the end of the first half. Kass came in after Dozier's helmet-

>

to-helmet hit on starter James Pinkney.

· ·Pirates on top in East
FROM A9

They did a great job keeping him iii the pocket and forchere," Israel said_ ."Keep my
ing quick throws, and the Delhead up. rm not going to get
ray Beach native · finished
down on myseU: I'm not going
16-of-30 passing with two
to get down on the team
interceptions.
because there is only good
He was also knocked out of
things that can come from this
the game at the end of the first
in terms of learning."
half after an illegal helmet-to. Israel did not receive much
helmet hit by UCF linebacker
help from the running game,
Randy Dozier, but he returned
though Kevin Smith ran hard
in the second halt:
and made a couple of good
"We were not seeing the
plays receiving the ball. Smith
field very well in the passing
carried 18 times for just 50 yards
game, and sometimes you are
with one touchdown, and, as a
going to have nights like that,"
whole, the team had just 58
Holtz said_ "They changed an
- JOH NELL NEAL
yards on the ground_
awful lot. I talked about that in
CORNERBACK
"With the wind today, we
the press conference. They
would have liked to run the
said that they were going to
ball," UCF head coach George many plays go for first downs."
become a lot more aggressive
O'Leary said. "I thought we
The Knights' playmaking on with blitzing and everything.
were not sustaining on the sec:.. · defense came from the middle . They did, they came after us
·ond level. We were getting to of the defensive line and the. and played a hard-nose tough
the first level and we did not outside of the secondary. physical game."
come off and sustain anything Defensive tackle Leger DouzThe ·Pirates (5-4, 4-2 Cin the second level"
able had a career-high three- USA) retain their one-game
The Pirates had no trouble and-a-half sacks while comer- lead in C-USA East with the
on the ground, with Brandon backs Travonti Johnson and win, going home Saturday to
Fractious' 128 yards on 23 car- Johnell Neal each had an inter- take on Marshall with first
ries and one touchdown leading ception.
place on the line.
the way.
UCF is eliminated from
Johnson's interception came
*:fop Shelf Liquor$,:Shots, Shoot1trs Specialty Drit1kst
Qµart:erback James Pinkney on the second play of the game; bowl contention and will go on
Appetizer Sampler aruf 20ll0 Wing$ Exducled.
also had 30 of the team's total and the Pirates seemed to avoid the road for the next two
170 yards rushing.
throwing at him for the bulk of weeks, starting with Saturday',s
· ''We controlled it and tried to the game.
trip to Memphis. The game
keep our defense off the field,"
That meant Neal became will be televised nationally by
ECU head coach Skip Holtz Pinkney's target, and while the CSTV with kickoff set for 8
said. "I was watching what sophomore responded in spots, p.m.
Brandon Fractious was running, healsoadmittedthathecould ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
spinning, and I really chal- have been more consistent.
"I had a few key plays, but
lenged him. I thought that he
really responded tonight."
from a defensive coordinator
Fractious' response beg;m on standpoint I had a lot of misa early second quarter drive takes," Neal said_ "There are a
with the Pirates down 7-3. He lot of things we have to fix when
carried the ball three times for we go in Monday. I am nowhere
34 yards, capping it off by going near where I want to be now.
''When "'fravonti got his first
in untouched for a 17-yard
touchdown run down the right pick, I knew they were going to
sideline. The Pirates went up come at me more. We knew his
10-7 following Robert Lee's [Pinkney's] tendencies so we
extra point and never relin- knew where the ball was going.
Every play I expect the ball to
quished the lead_
"I think it was missed tackles coine my way."
Indeed, the pregame talk
that hurt us the most,'' O'Leary
said_ '.'I thought they made some centered on how the Knights
plays when they had to make would slow Pinkney's dualthem. like sacks, but we let too threat tooJ.S.

"I had a few key

plays, but from
a defensive
coordinator
standpoint I·
had a lot of
mistakes."
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OUR STANCE

SAE off cantpus

YOU GUYS DO KNOW
THIS rs sos SAGET,
RIGHT? YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR HOURS
FOR 808 SAGET.

YOU'RE NOT LETTING
· ANYMORE IN? BUT

WE'VE BEEN WAI TING
FOR HOURS FOR THIS!

l.

W

e're not quite sure what . ber 2003 for the hazing ritual, but
No one should have to endure
happened at the Sigma
that sentence was later reduced
situations like this.
Alpha Epsilon house
am;l the fraternity was allowed to
SAE claiins that everyone who
have a normal rush in 2004, after
before police arrived on Oct. 26.
participated in the ritual did so of
We know that pledges were
serving just seven months ofits ~ their own free will But Florida's
suspension. No criminal "charges
found drunk and dressed in
hazing law specifica,lly says that
ridiculous costumes five days
were filed against the fraternity
the consent of the victim is not a
before Halloween. We know that
and no members were suspended defense.
at least one pledge was unable to
SAE should be seriously punfrom school
walk under his own power, anothSAE got off ridiculously light
ished this time. They need to
er had trouble breathing and yet
that time, and hopefully the same
understand that such actions riot
another had to be helped by
mistake won't be made twice.
only merit suspension. but also
police so that he wouldn't have to
Hazing of any kind is degradmerit having their charter
lie in a pile ofvom1t
ing, unnecessary and simply a
revoked. And ifthe charges pan
We know that something wastool that elder members u5e to
out, criminal action should be
n't right
make themselves feel bigger and
taken as well
The police rep0rt also menDon't be surprised if this incibetter than their new ~ts. It's.
tioned that mangled hot dogs
a vicious cycle of abuse.
dent changes the structure of the
were found in the house: WKMG
The Fut:ure staff has come out
entire fraternity system at UCF or
Local 6 reported in a newscast
time and again against hazing,
the entire state university system.
and on its Web site that a highwhether it's at UCF or other cam- At some point the university will
ranking official close to the invespuses. We've explained that it
have to make a serious decision
only hurts, never helps, and now
about what role fraternities will
tigation told them that allegations
is considered a felony with a puncontinue to play in higher educaof sexual misconduct with frozen
hot dogs are bemg investigated.
ishment of up to five years in
tion.
prison.
Cpl James Roop with UCF
Fraternities need to fix the
police said he checked with the
We've explained how pledges
internal mechanisms that allow
lead investigator in the case and
to sororities, fraternities or even
these situations to occur. Allowthey are not investigating sexual
ing pledges to reinain in limbo for
new members of the marching
long periods of time during which
misconduct
band shouldn't have to fear·jofuThis possible hazing case
ing a club because of the secret
they can be voted out of the fraforced the Office of Student Conhazing rituals that come with it
ternity makes them susceptible to
duct to suspend the fraternity
And we've reported the horror hazing rituals.
until there is a full investigation
Pledges should tie given their
stories where someone is seriousinto what happened that night
full rights as members of a fraterly hurt or killed because ofthe
But this situation is nothing
dangerous rituals some organizanity within a very short period of
· time. When the threat of being
new for SAE.
tions practice.
In October 2003, right after the
When SAE members dressed
kicked out of a fraternity is elinrifall rush period, SAE held a haZtheir pledges up in clown cosnated, pledges will be much less
ing ritual that resulted in a onetumes and women's underwear.
likely to participate in hazing rituyear suspension for the fraternity.
they weren't playing a prank.
als.
'I\vo trucks driven by SAE memThey were disgracing uc:F, their
We can't tolerate this kind of
bers collided in the Lake Claire ·
national organization and, most of behavior, a university or as a
parking lot Oct.16, and witnesses
all, themselves.
society. It casts a stigma over the
saw men with tied hands and feet
Again, we don't know how
entire Greek community, a comflee the scene. The apparent game much alcohol was consumed that
munity filled with perfectly legitinight, but it was enough to merit
of chicken sent one pledge to the
mate .s ervice organizations. These
hospital with a partially severed
some of the startling descriptions
organizations have initiation ritunose.
in the UCF police report Accordals that don't force their own
Before that incident, SAE had
ing to that report, the common
"brothers and sisters" to degrade
already been under investigation
area "reeked of beer, urine and
themselves to join.
for an alcohol violation.
vomit," and some members could
The administration can't go
SAE was suspended in Decem- be heard ''weeping and moaning." easy on this fraternity.
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Voters are harder to
find than Jim Davis
'

The election is just one day away,
was a promising experience. Of
but let me ask you a serious quescourse., the rampant partisanship
tion: Do you really care?
annoyed me to no end, but seeing
Have you pored over your sam:..
so many students realize the impofpie ballot, checked the votfug
tance of the election gave me a little
records of the 'c andidates or
hope. The college-aged demowatched the televised debates?
graphic came out in large numbers,
Unfortunately, I don't think I
" and the idea of a politically aware
need to wait for a response to know
generation was a real possibility.
that the answer from the majority of
But since then. things have fallen
campus is ·a resounding "no."
TROY HILLIER . apart. The 2004 election simply pit
Editor in Chief
Don't get me wrong, I'm not out
two polarizing candidates against
to look down my nose at anybody
each other, and I would venture to
or make you feel bad if you haven't
say that a large amount of the votbeen paying attention to this election. And
ing population was voting for entirely wrong
this definitely isn't a call to action to vote; if
reasons..
you don't know the issues and don't know the
So here we are, two years later. Political
candidates, I'd actually prefer if you stayed
signs and campaigning seem to be almost
home.
completely absent from campus, a debate
But this is why politicians couldn't care
between the College Republicans and College
less what we say or think; if we don't back up
Democrats was sparsely attended, and a
our opinions and demands with votes, they'll
nationally:-televised senatorial debate right
fall on deaf ears.
·
here at UCF barely garnered attention. ,
Statistics show that voter turnout steadily
But, as I said before., please don't go to the
increases as people get older. I doubt that
polls if you are not even aware of what is
they become much more politically knowlgoing to be on the ballot.
edgeable with age, so it would seem that the
I'm afraid that half of the voters will show
up Tuesday with their only research on the ·
only explanation for this increase would be
self-interest As people start.paying taxes,
candidates telling them that Katherine Harris
they suddenly care much more about where
did something bad/good in 2000, and that
that money goes.
·
Qisappointed families from Florida go to _.
The thing~ college students should be
Washington to try to fmd fnn Davis.
one of the most motivated groups based on
With Jeb Bush's less-than-stellar reputaself-interest Who do you think controls the
tion among many students, why don't they
amount of Pell grants given out? Who do you
seem to care more about who replaces hi,m?
think has control over Bright Futures and
This election will shape the face of this
funding for state universities? And who has
state for at least the next four years, and the
control over these politicians? We do, or at
proposed amendments could substantially
least we could if we gave our politicians reachange the Florida constitution.
son to take us serious.
So let me ask you a question: Do you really
Being on campus during the 2004 election c;:are?

as

UCF mishandled SAE
U

CF is in a public relations outlets, began making requests for
nightmare.
.
the documents. The requests
The Sigma Alpha
were specific. going as far as givEpsilon fraternity has been susing the specific police report
pended by the Office of Student
number. We were met with fierce
Conduct, and could be facing
opposition.
actions from the police., the uniAt first, we were told that the
versity and from SAE headquarpolice report was never sent to •
· ters.
OSC. We were told that the susNobody, outside of SAE mempension was not based on the
bers, knows for certain what happolice report, but on a phone call
pened Oct. 26 at the SAE house.
that gave them the report number.
The Fut:ure was later told by
What.we do know was garnered
from public records. The police
UCFPD that the report was sent
report painted a vivid and distoOSC.
turbing scene ofpledges dressed
In one case, we were told that
even if OSC did have the records,
in women's underwear. screaming, weeping and moaning. But
they would never release them to
getting that report was no simple
us, citing protection upder the
task.
Family Educational Rights and
. Privacy Act
The first response of the
administration to what happened
We told them that the names
Oct. 26 was to call a press conferof the students involved could be
ence that day. The press conferblacked out to protect their identience led the Fut:ure to discover the ty, and we were denied. If porexistence of the police report
tions of a document are exempt
The UCF Police Department
from public records, they can
couldn't talk about the incident or remove the exempted informathe report because it was an
tion and produce the document,
ongoing investigation. Police are
although it isn't required in every
situation. ·
exempt under public records law
The documents were finally .
from disc::ussing investigations
that are ongoing, as they should
released Thursday, after the
be for obvious reasons.
Future consulted with the State
However, that police report
Attorney General's Office about
was sent to OSC, who took the
the incident The ultimate goal
action of suspending the fraterni~ to get the records released,
ty pending last week's hearing.
and that was,accomplished.
While a police report doesn't
However, the records were
become public record until after
released after several meetings
the investigation is complete., that
took place discussing SAE's fate.
report may have became public
Those meetings may also have
record when it was sent to OSC.
been subject to open meeting ·
· The Fut:ure, along with
laws. Belinda Boston. director of ·
WKMG Local 6 and other media
the Office of Fraternity and Soror-

'

ity Llfe, refused to give statutory
justifications for closing those
meetings to the public. At the
very least, SAE should have been
allowed to fully attend those
meetings.
Gaining access to public
records and meetings, especially
in sensitlve situations like this
one., shoUldn't be like pulling teeth
from the administration.
Future .incidents like this will
widoubtedly be handled differently by UCFPD and the administration. Cpl James Roop said that in
the future., records about ongoing
criminal investigations won't be
transferred to university departments until after the investigation
is complete. And there is nothing
wrong with that Now the police
will have to fight with the media
to finish their investigation. Roop
said
'But by the same token. several
anonymous sources told the ·
Future that SAE had the report
the day after the incident
This situation is not about the
access rights of the Future, but the
rights of the public. This situation
shows the obvious problem with
the Florida's great open-records
law - compliance. ·
The students are best served
when the university makes decisions in the open.
"Publicity is justly commended as a remedy for social and
industrial diseases," said former
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis
Brandeis in a collection of essays.
"Sunlight is said to be the best of
disinfectants."
We couldn't have said it better.
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JESSICA HOYOS

JASMIN ROMERO

GORETTI DUNCKER

Nursing

Biology

Journalism
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"l'in out of town and Ihaven't gotten
an absentee ballot."
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"How much atterltion have you
paid to the election this yearr'

"Not much."

NEWS EDITOR ..•....... ..........•... Melissa Patterson
SroRTS EDITOR ............................. Chris Hoyler
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JAMIE HUSON

JENNIFER TOBIAS

JOE MARTELLINI

Computer science

Math education

·English

"I voted ab5i@ntee since I'm from
Seattle." "

"I've been so busYJ;vith everything
else, Ihaven't had time."

"A little, but ore so with Orlando t
than my honretown, Port Charlotte."

Utttal ~ 1utu" · November 6, 2006
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TOM F.EENEY

•

Who is Tom Feeney?
CREW (Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington) names
hi'm as one of the most corrupt members of Congress.

"

He is part of the Republican leadership that put power before the
safety of a teenage page and covered up the criminal actions of
disgraced ex-Congressman and sexual predator Mark Foley.
He took mo,ney from and went on trips with convicted and disgraced
lobbyist Jack Abramoff, and reported to be under investigation by the
FBI and the Department of Justice relating to these matters.
He is accused of asking for electronic voting .machine software to be
engineered to rig elections in favor of Republican candidates, and
under investigation for illegally retaliating against the whistleblower.
He was corporate counsel and registered lobbyist for a Florida
software company which has been confirmed by Federal officials to
have employed an illegal Chinese alien who has recently been
convicted of committing espionage against the United States of
America by illegally shipping Hellfire anti-tank missile chips to
Communist China during the time ·in which they were .
represented by Tom Feeney.

••

and the list goes on and on ...

The citizens of Florida ·
deserve clean and
honest politicians.
Send a message to
Washington that we do
not want to be
. represented by
corrupt criminals.

This ad paid for by
VELVETREVOLUTION.US
as part of-its
Election protection
Strike Force.

.·UN IVERS IT Y

WWW.VELVETREVOLUTION.US

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES

11 390 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
%~>'·899-3130 or 800-756-6000, ext
E*rrrail: mweiner@mail.barry.edu ·

www.barry.edu/podiatry
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,

9 am. day befor~ publication

Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mori. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am. -5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

~

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:PM-Time
HelpWanted:Full-Tune
Business Opponunities
ForRentHomes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

(

(
(

8
8
8
A
A
8

Rate

325 ForSale:Automotive 8
350 ForSale:General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
8
SOO Announcements

A
8
8
8
B

600 Traver
700 Woiship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rare A

~

.!!m..C

$6
$4

$9
$6

$18

." .

$12

~)

~

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
·Enter and ~iew classified ads online 24 hours aday

('")

. ·\:I

m1 HELP WANTED:

.

r~General
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Baby Sitter needed in the Oviedo area.
Afternoons Monday-Friday. 10-15 hours
per week. 2 school age children. Nonsmoker. $1 O/hr. Must have own car.
Please contact 407-754-4454

If yvu are asales Lio>er of any kind. are!0oking fur aµlac~ le make six figures, are ready to walk your
ta!k. do what it takes inaprofessiona!, dynarn!c sales driven environmemwheretrips to Vegas.
London and South Beach are the rewards and afife of success. destiny caH;!I

Women ages 21 -30·-you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

As aloan offcer with M~tAmerica Morrgage Bankers in Orlando. youwill have the oppmruniry to
change the Hw; of others whilefacing daiiv d;alienges. No mortgage experience! No problem.
MetAmeiica offer> 3week~ of lnwmµaiabie training, prequl>fied IMh dd;ly, d!ld rnn>tam support
as vou !earn the busir:es5.

Nanny needed 35 hrs/week for a 6
month old. $11 per hour in my Oviedo
home. references req'd. Start Jan 1st.
Contact Liz at 407-359-6411

Beneftts include BlueCms-./Blue Shieid and 4tiik with max;mum d!iowabie ma!l!1.

For immediate consideration, please fax or email your resume to
.757-213-9450 or kimnp@metamerica.us.
·
Visit our website www.metamerica.us
EOE/MF/H .

FT/PT Help is needed at our 3 locations
for 'Sunshine Hydroponics Gar~en
Center. Plant maintenance & retail duties ,
apply. Wiling to travel locally is helpful.
Must have an interest in growing and
caring for plants! $8-$12/ hr. Call Peter at
407-310-5345

D'Angelo
Grilled Sandwiches
12014 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando 32826

$1400/WEEK STUFFING
ENVELOPES @ HOME!
FT/PT, $200 Cash Hiring Bonus!
888-348-1610, 888-312-2633

Bagel King Customer Service
GRILLED

Coffee, sandwiches, food prep. Good
references & food exp required. ·
PIT or FIT. Will train, $7.50/hr +tips
call Donna 407-509-7154

SANDWICHES

Open.ing Soon And Now Hiring

Team Members
As a leading regional sandwich shop, we are looking for
bright, hardworking and energetic workers. to become part
of our team and to help us fulfill our aggressive goals for
bringing this premier restaurant chain to Orlando.

UCF GoldPages, the,source for free
classifieds, job and tutor searches.
Visit www.ucfgoldpages.com. Brought to
you by Student Government Association.

Team Members must be friendly customer service oriented
individuals with enthusiasm and the ability to work in a fast
pace restaurant environment,

Coming Soon Buffalo Wild Wings!
WE NEED COOKS
Full-time, All shifts
504 N. Alafaya Tr-(407)737-8880
Valet Parking Attendants- physically fit,
well-groomed, exc customer service
skills and clean driving record req'd.
Weekdays, FIT, PIT, immediate
openings, exc pay. Call 407-303-8025,
leave message! EOE, DFWP.
Front desk assistant for .property
management company in the Lake
Buena Vista area. PIT & F!T, flex. w/
school sched., great pay and benefits,
must be able to work weekends. Must be
N/S, bright and good w/ people.
Education a plus. Drug-free workplace,
background check performed. Fax
resume w/ pesired pay w/ attn to:
Christina 407-827-7732.

Fitness Tech/Trainer Openings:
• Students in PE, Nutrition, Health or

Business preferred.
• Wo.rk hours: M-F 8-1, Sat 9-12.
• Sales experience & CPR Certification

a plus!
·Hourly+ commission

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

Phone: 407·971·3771
Faxresumeto407-971-3772
or email: CurvesUCF@Yahoo.com

Barn Help Wanted
Responsible and Reliable
Some experience w/ horses
Good Pay. Call 407-489-7657

ATTENTION:UCFSTUDENTS
We' re Exploding
With Opportunities
... at Dia!Amerlca Marketing

Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com
J~ARN

J<'UJ.,I. TIME PAY-WORKING PART-Tll\-lE HOlJRS

$8 - $15/Hour Avg.
Bartender's/Cook's needed at Mayfair
Country Club, Sanford/Lake Mary. Call
Kevin 407-322-2531 ext.111

Wol"k.in.s, with the t<>p ooiu-pnnicr. o.crosa._1he nation., we llf'C •he t'tMiono.1

lcad~I'

.(1

in the tclc s oles.

industry l\nd pi-ovidc a.rent opportuni1ies. for our p~rt-timc staff.
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Earnings

a
o

o
a
o
o

SS/Hour Ounrante<.."d
Weekly Paychecks
Weekly Bonus
Great Part-T i me f'ICxiblc Schedulc.s AM & PM
.Paid Training
Profo.ssional Environment
Gro,vth Opportunidcs.
401K

Two Convcoicm l,octuion&

Cali and Schedule an interview:

We Offer: ·A competitive pay and benefits package, flexible
schedules and outstanding training.

North Orlando/UCF: 407-673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave. Suite 6

Interested? Stop by the store for an application or .
Email us at ecdjobs@vahoo.com & we will email one to you!
or mail or fax us your resume! FAX: 407-273-1161
EOE

South Orlando: 407-243-9400
5575 S .' Semorao Blvd, Suite 19
•

OialAmerica
MARKE'tJNG, 1NC

Apply Online:
www•.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark

~,
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fart-time jobs
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2 Rooms avail. in beautiful 3/2. $450/mo
Incl. util, high speed internet, cable, elec.
Located close to 417, 408 and 528.
Great community. Call 407-256-3998.

donating
plasma regularly

Female roommate needed to share 212
duplex. Near UCF. $380/mo + half util.
Call Andrea 407-496-5433.

-·························

~100fffR

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

Roommates needed in 4/2.5 home
located in Avalon Park, on cul-de-sac,
and lake, near dining and stores, util.,
high speed internet incl. $550/mo + sec.
dep. Call 407-929-9317.
Room for rent - Great for mature,
·serious single students. Located in
Sanford off 417 - Private Bdrm, Util,
Cbl/lnternet. Use of: Living Rm, Ktch
W/D. FREE-Just by aic;ling ACTIVE
personable male WHEELCHAIR person
to BED at NIGHT, househld duties. Exp
not required. (407) 547- 6832

·······-····················

lfMJ I 11Ullllf

ll!ll I BU.1'41-11111
DCitfliologicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and e~rn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321·235·9100

$25 K base salary
plus commissions & bonuses
.Furr Benefits.
Paid Vacations/Holidays

~

score media

insidesales@scoremedia.net

•

Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1500 and up or share from $395 and
up, master $595 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertyinvestments.com
LOCATION,LOCATION,LOCATIONI
New 212.5/1 Townhouse(HawthorneGlen)w/sec.sys,w/d $1250+dep.Walking Dist
to UCF.3214468933

412 Waterford Lakes home to Rent or
Needed electronlc technicians for a
busy electronic repair shop. Salary on
% of work done. Experience a plus.
407-948-8409

AIG :s t?:~ worl!l'!: ~P.qd:ng U.S.-bt:IS(:~ intnr:-1M1Cn.."'ll
~r1eor~n~e and fin.:to<.iat ~rv:~ns organiztJtion, the
!i)tgt!St tl!'d~f\l,dter cf iX\tYHT1erc1:.tt c;nd i rid~:strinf
~nsuranc~ lfl

the lfn1ted Sta le.s. ar.d a(llong the tcµ.

Claims Customer Service Rep I
(Personal Lines Claims)

••

•PART· TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• Precess Fir$\ Notice of Loss for AU.TO and
HOME OWNERS claim•
• CcndiJct in1tia} data col!ectio11, inYestigat=or:
and otht::r preparatory ~r.1rfi re: the acddentl
11>5'

• ;ypini Test-(?.0 wpm) ndm;n;sternd for

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
WORK ONLINE FROM HOME
23 people needed immediately.
Earn a part or full-time income.
Apply FREE onion and get started!
800-807-5176 www.wahusa.com
Enter Ad Code 1844
Earn while in class & have amazing
healthy energy w/ this revolutionary drinkawesome opportunity here. For free
sample and info call: 407-435-4694.

qualified candidat es
• HS d iploma or GED •quivalenl
• 1 or more years' teiephi:=;ne or customer
service1cxpt!rience. Gcvd PC $k:fls.
PART-TIME Alternate shifts available for
INBOUND CALL CENTER (Subject.to change):
Mo-r.. Tue, Wed. Ti>u. SAM - 1PM & Sun. 10AM • 3PM
Mon, Tue, Wed, Fr1, 9AM . 2PM & Sol, 9AM • :!PM

Mon, TUf', Wed, <r<, 10AM • ~PM & Sa!, 10AM • 4PM

.

Pte.astt S.ttm..l ym.ir rnsume, ·i11dicating job end~
n!;mber F·N0Ll206. tn A!GM, HufTlan Hes:Ctircec:..
&40 Century Point~ L~ke Mar y. FL 3.2 746;
F,,,.. 4()7.S29B305: Emaol: AiGj1>b,U<Mory@ai;;:.ccm.

Should your qualifications match our hiring
needs, you will receive an invltallon by
telephone to attend a personal interview. EOE.

••

..

Looking for Outgoing PfT Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. lmmed openings.
Apply online @ parkwayvalet.com
Volunteer-International Conversation
Hour, Wed. & Thurs. 1-2pm, 2-3pm
Center for Multilingual Studies
407-823-5515, cmms@mail.ucf.edu
Nanny/Babysitter needed in my home.
PfT evenings and some Saturdays. Must
have reliable car and. great references.
Close to UCF. Call 407-977-0159.

.

AVALON PARK 2BEDf.2BATHl2-CAR GARAGE - QUIET
FAMILY NEIGHBORHOOD.
COMMUNITY POOL. $1150 PER
MONTH, $1000 SECURITY CALL
561-371-1460

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

AVALON PARK. New 3BR plus den/2BA
home for rent. 20 min to UCF. Furnished.
No pets. Security system, phone,
internet, water, cable, W/D included.
Community pool. $1500/mo plus pay
electric bill. Available Nov 15th. Call
407-810-0138.

PersonaI assistant needed for Real
Estate Agent in the UCF/Lake Nona
Area. Flexible hours. Must be detailoriented, have excellent computer skills
and be able to work independently.Fax
resume to 407-207-4395.

in Victoria Pines. Includes cable, DSL,
security, water. All new appliances and
blinds. Students OK, No pets. $1000/mo
Call (407) 325-1909.

Rock climbing wall attendant needed for
Central Florida Theme Park. Free Theme
Park admission. $7.50/hr start.
Weekends required. 352-516-8618

Office Assistant needed for Spring
Semester. Training starts on 11/27.
Flexible hours w/ class schedule '&
upcoming holidays! Great for any
student. Most have good comm. skills,
basic office skills & computer skills.
Send resume & available schedule to:
MilaM@KnightNewspapers.com

!ml
•

412 Home w/in 2 miles of UCF off of
Univ. Blvd. near bus stop. $1,350
monthly rent. Call Fely at 407-678-6306
and 407-739-0183(cell)

F/T Assistant Property Manager needed
for Ttie Gatherings Apartments.
Experience a must. Fall resume
(407) 998-3787

Brand New 2/2.5 for rent

Large brand new 412/2 home only 5 ml.
from campus! Upgraded Appliances.
Conservation area, very private.
~tudents OK. $1495/mo (407) 341-9415
3/2.5 Home for Rent ASAPI
$1300/ mo. W/D, lawn care,use of H.0.A
amenities. Smoking and Pets OK.
407-467-3369
BRAND NEW Avalon Park 3/2.5, 1 car
garage, gated community, pool, ceramic
tiling, 42" cabinets, W/D, on pond.
$1100/mon. Call 407-249-4969.
Brand New 4/2.5 in Waterford Trails.
Community pool, tennis courts, 2,724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then•10 minute to UCF.
Call 321-303-3165.

Room for Rent in a 3 bdrm/2 ba.
Beautiful home, 5 mins from UCF. All Utii
· Internet/Cb! Included
$550/mo. Call 954-649-4933.
One Female Roommate Wantedl!
To share a house in Waterford Lakes
with two other females . Beautiful house
with a fireplace and hardwood floors.
$500 plus utilities a month.
CALL: Janet (305) 206-3831
Room avail. in 4/3, private room and
bath. Female pref. Avalon Park. All utii,
and high speed internet incl. $550/mo +
sec. deposit. Call 407-929-9317.

1 room for rent in 312 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F.
$350/mo + util. Call 321-695-5526.
1 Bedroom w/ private bath avail. in 4/3.5.
$550/mo incl. util. Need deposit + 1st
month rent Avail ASAPll
Call Gloria 321-348-3021.

1 bdrm in 212 Pegasus Landing
Female Student $585 inc. utilities
Shuttle to UCF!
Avail. Dec. or Jan.
Call Kaylin: 407-276-5961
Arden Villas 212 Looking for someone to
move in Jan. through May. Spacious
Bedrooms! Rent is $530/month plus
utilities. Contact Rachel @ 954-205-6510.

Tuscawilla Townhome:

CHEAP RENT! 1 Room in 4/2.5

3/Bed 2.5/Bath 1/Car Gated-Comm
Pool. 1915SF $1495/mo. Nov. 3oth
407-616-8859 tsteln1964@aol.com
BRAND NEW Townhome in The
Biitmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close t<> UCFI
Call Karen 407-923-2779.

UCF Area I Oviedo
Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling fans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe neighborhood. Nearly new house
ideal for couple or UCF. Incl. pool,
clubhouse, tennis. $1350/mo.
RELAWYER777@aol.com or
407-366-6979

Young Pine/Curry Ford-3/2.5 twnhse
upg appl,2 car gar,avail now $1200+
$700 sec dep 321-299-4300

BABYSITTER WANTED
Mon-Fri 12-5 pm. $10-12/hr based on
exp. 1 YR commitment. References req.
To start in December. Please call Debbie
at 407-977-4882.

Need roommates for 6/4 house.
$550/mo, cable, phone, high speed
internet incl., utility allowance. Ready
ASAP. Call Ivette 407-625-8687

Jefferson Lofts Apt. 111. Wood floors,
fully furn., utilities incl. gym, pooJ, hot tub, .
free parking decal 1 MONTH FREE
RENT. Nice neighbors. Avail. Sping 07'
Call Jeremy 407-902-5311.

2 rooms for rent in UCF area ASAP.
Looking for mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 utii.
Call 407-970-6109

CHEER COACH needed to teach
Children's 8 week cheerteading program
One day per week in Orlando
Call toll free 866-236-2767. ·

Room available $450/mo
util incl. 15 mins from UCF, will have own
bathroom and walk-in closet Must like
dogs. Call in evenings please.
(407) 227-7579 ,

For rent Egyptian Pyramid
Close to UCF. $2500/month. Includes
water and camel.

UCF Area 3/212 new· paint, ceiling fans,
all appliances including w/d, hardwood
and tile floor, fireplace, waterfront $1295/mo +sec dep. Call 407-568-7608.

AIG Personal Lin<>s Cl:tims

"'!

Buy. Heated pool, lg backyard on
conservation area w/ pond view. All
granite counter tops. Loaded with
extras. For sale $420K, for rent
$2000/mo with pool and lawn svc Incl•.
Call (407) 694-8369

WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT
· Large 4/2 located on canal. All appl, 3
· TVs, avail.immed. Includes lawn care,
community pool. $1595/mo 407-230-9066

Mon. Tue, TI1u. Fri, MM · 2PM & S<rt, 9AM ·· 3PM
Mor., Wed. Thu, Fri, MM • 2PM & Sal 9AM - 3PM

Room for Rent In House. UCF 10mlns.
11X11 $400, $200 sec.dep. all utilities
included + cable and high speed 'internet.
Call Steve 407-267-4982.

Room for rent 1.5 miles from UCF. $475
month, everything included. 407-7018331 Rebecca

Full-Time Inside Sales ReP.resentatives

emarr resumes to
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House near UCF. Must be clean
$500/mo. Everything Inc. Call Joel 407359-6661.

$170/MO.
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NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.ttiecrestlife.com
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN! .
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1 ,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs,'(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
RENTING DAYS ARE OVERI Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
. LOOKlll
2 bdrms avail In a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + spilt utll.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.

Univ. House. $425/mo incl. util. All furn
included. Cable.tanning bed, internet and
private ·parking. Pool, gym. Avail. Dec.
12. Coed apt. Call Adam 321-946-4065

FREE RENT NEAR UCF!
1 br in 4/2.s in University House on
Alafaya. Avail lmmed. Lease ends Aug
'07 $445 includes everything! First month
free! Call Erin 352 35,9 0635
Need to sublease for Spring and
Summer semesters. Room in Pegasus
Pointe, 212 with one male roommate who
is extremely clean and quiet. Originally
$560 a month b·ut I am lowering it to
$4601 Please call Ryan at (954)
579-1350.
Pegasus Landing. Female, 4
bedroom/4 bathroom apartment.
Building 22, Phase 3, 2nd floor,
Bedroom D. Available January 1, 2007
through July 31, 2007. $515/month.
Call Holly, 516-680-4111. ·
PLANS CHANGED :New 212.STownhouse
Hawthorne Glen.Walking Dist.to UCF.SecSys.W/D $1250/mo+dep .
Lease Ends May 31. (321 )508-3520
Arbour Apartments 1/1 available!!!
Moving to the otherside of Town. Need
someone to take over my lease by the
end of November. Rent is $720 monthly
with cable. and water included. Free
shuttle to UCF campus, very comfortable
and convenient. Call 407-408-3194.

412 $695/mo. Water, cable, local phone
included. Across the street from UCF.
Call Matt or Marlon 407-380-6000.

Condo's for rent 1,2, & 3 bedrooms,
granite, stainless steel, W/D avail in
ce.rtain units. Start at $750/mo. Please
Call 305-785-8546
UCF AREA. Addison Place
Apartments. 1/1 apts avallable now.
1 month of lhe rent.
Call 407-273-5610
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Spring Sublease in Pegasus Landing
1/1 in a 4/4 NSF only. $510/month.
727-642-3407 or kdeedle@yahoo.com
1 ,bedroom in 4/2. Furnished apt All util.
incl. Comm. pool. UCF shuttle, we will
pay move-in fee. $490/mo.
Call 407-257-5740

212 1250sq ft condo for sale near
downtown and close to 408, 1-4, 417
and Semoran/50; great area/m\Jst see.
- Open house Sunday 12th 1 pm-4pm
$204,900 wt HOA Including cable, A/C,
water, pest, trash, 2 pools and
clubhouse with fitness center, pool
table, ping-pong.
1 Call 407-895-4776
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529 ·
www.thecrestlife.com
JUS'l' $2500 GETS YOU lf\11
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, ~d 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 797-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at w~w.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 CoMulsive
breaths
6 U.K. channel
9 Partially melted
snow
14 Like frustrated
needs
15 Org. with maps
16 Actor Sal
·17 French farewell
18 Landed
19 Llama land
20 Attendance check
22 Passionate
23 Rapping Dr.
24 OSS, today
25 Church table
26 Frigid
.
27 First, second or
third infielder
30 Lively parties
33 ··- - Moines, IA
34 Depravity
35 Was sore
36 Classifieds
37 Deadly poisons
38 HOMES part
39 911 call
respondent
40 Most rational
41 Admonish
43 Austrian range
44 Phrygian king
45 Kind of race
46 987-65-4321 grp.
49 Aristocratic
classes
51 Beautifully
designed
53 Gobbled up
54 Can. province
55 Puppeteer Lewis
56 Salad green
57 Pause fillers
58 Carried
59 German state
60 CD's rival
61 Planted items

© 2006 Trlbunt Media S&rviees, Inc.
AU rights reserved.

6 Narrative song
7 -·- out (eject)
8 Hip dude
9 Suffers a
stinging pain
1O "Dynasty"
co-star
11 Weaken the
foundation of
12 Spotted
13 Emcee
21 Has something
22 Lamenter's cry
25 Vigoda and
Lincoln
26 Joy
28 Poker bullets
29 Brooding place
30 Pugilist Max
DOWN
31 Field measure
1 Backcourt player 32 Fellow sailors
2 Choice of
33 Lie. to pull teeth
conjunctions
36 Home of Iowa
3 Happy
State
expression
37 Protestant sect
4 Strip
members
5 Finished with
39 Tanguay and
cement
Gabor

Last issue sOlved
40
42
43
46
47
48
49

Trellis part
Danish port
Apprehend
Assert
Begot
Etching fluids
Training sch.

50 Loser to the
tortoise ·
51. Mystique
52 Oxford or
brogue ·
54 Letters in math
proofs

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

~!®~''' uw~

In 30 Days for Good Credit.
No Work Required!

407-466-4718

Custom T-SHIRTS
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home for sale. $5000 to buyer
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837.
For Sale - 212 Townhouse
Great Condition, Near Campus
$164,900
Stephanie 954-465-0649
Gated community close to UCF &
Valencia. 2bdrm/2bath condo mint
condition. Ready for new owner
available immediately. $167,000. Diane
Molaka, Molaka Realty
407-222-4270 call today!
WY:'W.molakarealty.com
Well-kept 4/2, 2 car garage, pool. Move
in ready. $269,000 No home owners
association. Best priced in Harbor East
neighborhood. In Lake Irma area off
University. Call Cleo Shaw 407-234-3939

SPRING AND SUMMER SUBLEASE
AT TIVOLl.111 in a 3/3 apartment.
$430 rent + utilities. Back of school.
Very quiet.Shuttles every 15 minutes.Call Bret at 727-798-0238.
Spring Semester Sublease in Pegasus
Landing
1/1 in a 4/4, FEMALES onlyl
$515 a month (utilities included!) Shuttles
to campus, fully furnished, internet and
cable, great location and roommates!
Looking for summer sublease as well!
Contact Donna 813-361-0949
donnadee454@aol.com

5

4

Female heeded for room in a 4/2 at
Pegasus Pointe. #475/mq, everything
included. Shuttle to school. Call Rachael
321-544-5314.

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441

6

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

•Any- Photo
..Any Graphic
.. Full Color
.Done in 24hrs
.. Qty Discounts

1. Shirt f«)r $1.5
727-734-2421

Ba AreaCustom.com

BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedic type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/ warranty.
$1800 value. Must sell $495.
Call 407-423-1202.
Bed 100% all brand new King pillow-top
set. Must move, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.

HYPNOSIS to stop Smoking!
Weight Loss. Study habits, Sports, etc.
Student discounts!!!
www.susandilLcom or 407-648-8774

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!

Lovely 4BE/2BA built in 2003. Fenced
yard, Eat-in Kit. Great location near
UCF/Siemens. $285,000. Call Nancy
Zinckgraf, Realtor 407-443-9005.
Serenity at Tuskawilla- 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
Condo homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for incentives.
www.serenitycondohomes.com

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
BED $150, Absolute bargain, New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In plastic
Warranty Call 407-287-2619.

Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
wwi.v.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$--ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT~$$
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Pregnancy ·testing and. supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate AdoRtion
·
Advice. Expenses paid ii needed.
Choose Lifel Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

'Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

Call STS for the best deal~ to this year's
top 1O Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. Ask
about group discounts!

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250.
Set-up available. 407-831-1322

Germany indephs 1O day EF tour to
Germany. Depart 5/29/07 optional 1O
day "home stay". Contact Mrs. Panton
pantonj@ocps.net.

BED $130, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still in plastic.
Call 407-287-2619.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleig~
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

CASH paid for Dish Network
satellite TV equipment. Will pick up.
E mail: skip_hicks@msn.com
or call: 407-455-3247
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OPENING NOV. 15111

401-211-3422
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JEFFERSON VILLAGE
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STUDENT LIVING
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YOU ARE REALLY

12140 COLLEGIATE WAY, SUITE 120
ORLANDO. FLORIDA 32817
WWW.JEFFERSONVILLAGEUCF.COM
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Search no rnore! At long last, a place vou can call vour hon1e awa\~ fro1i.1 horne. At Cabc.1.na Ke v, vou
' l! feel con fident that
J
.
(,_J

.I

~

.I

J

you're ge tting ·a ·quality ho!ne, in a superb location at the best possible price.

THE RIGHT PRICE.
FROM· T.HE .$100s.

RGHT LOCATION.
• ·Close to UCF
• Located in Tuscavvi I.la ·
i\tlinutes to rnajor cxpressvva.ys
• Shopping b dining jus t rninutes
aw av
,I

•

THE . RIGHT PLACE
'
fOR y I
'

• Reso r t-s t v le p oo l a nd n e wlv
re nov ate d clubh ouse
Outd o o r gr illin g ~HC<.1S
• Relaxed , Kev-\/Ves
t s t ,v le
,
arc hit.cc tu re
• Lu s h , t ro pi c.:l l 1C1 nd sca ping
• 1\:\u c h 'r nore
,

f RIGHT QUALITY.
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$1,000
Rooms to Go
Gift Card**

Brand nevv carpeting
Bhn1d ne1v countertops ·
Brand 'ne.\t\' \!Vh.irlpool appli a nces
Brand new cerarnic t'ile baths ,
kitchens and e ntrvvvavs
I

J

with the purchase of a Cabana Key Condo
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3780 Idlebrook Circle, · Casselberrv,· FL 32702
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